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PRINTING GUIDELINES
In an effort to reduce our impact on the environment by reducing the amount and weight of material we ship from 
our offi ces to our residential courses, we are now delivering our curriculum books electronically.

Although this curriculum book is designed - as are all NSCAA Academy publications - to be duplex printed 
and bound in a three-ring binder, candidates should not feel obligated to print out this book in its entirety.  At a 
minimum, however, candidates should be prepared with at least one Match Analysis form and a minimum of three 
copies of the Coaching Outline form.  Candidates will also be expected to have a copy (electronic or printed) of 
this curriculum book to which they can refer during lecture sessions, and should be familiar with the content to be 
covered during fi eld sessions.

For assistance on duplex printing, candidates may wish to visit http://blog.techsoup.org/node/579 or consult the 
owner’s manual for their printer.
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General Introduction
On January 11, 1941, the organization known as the National Soccer Coaches Association had its 
fi rst meeting. From a small group of college coaches who met at that time, the NSCAA has grown 
to include all levels of men’s and women’s soccer, including youth, high school, junior college, col-
lege and professional coaches, as well as referees, administrators and other individuals interested in 
the growth of soccer in the United States. With more than 30,000 active members, the NSCAA is 
currently the largest single-sport coaching association in the world.

! e nature and purpose of the Association is to educate, provide services, and promote and stimu-
late interest in the game of soccer. With this in mind, the NSCAA Coaching Academy Program 
was established to further these ideas and to meet the growing needs of our membership to learn 
more about the game of soccer. ! e philosophical foundation for all levels is to improve the devel-
opment of soccer by creating a learning environment which will enhance the individual’s experi-
ence and enjoyment of the game.

! e Coaching Academy Program is a comprehensive educational program.  We hope to reach 
coaches on all di  erent levels from youth recreational to advanced and professional coaches.  We 
anticipate that the di  erent programs we o  er will evolve as the needs of coaches change and 
evolve.

Any individual completing a diploma course through the NSCAA Coaching Academy will become 
a more e  ective coach by understanding the need to organize appropriate material and information 
for the various ability, experience and age levels of the individuals they coach.

-- The NSCAA Education Committee
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The NSCAA Coaching Academy
! e NSCAA Coaching Academy o  ers courses geared toward all levels of soccer.  As shown below, a majority of our courses 
are progressive in nature, with each course building upon the foundation of the previous courses.  We also o  er two spe-
cialized courses - the High School Diploma and the Director of Coaching Diploma - which cater to the specifi c needs and 
challenges of those positions.  Additionally, the NSCAA Goalkeeping Institute o  ers four courses comprising 71 hours of 
instruction tailored to coaching the specialized skills of goalkeepers.

• ! e Parent Coach Diploma deals with coaching young players 5-8 years of age who are playing the game for the fi rst time. ! e course content includes 
philosophy of coaching youth, risk management strategies, organization of practice sessions and activities appropriate to players of this age.

• ! e State Diploma is directed toward the person newly involved in coaching the game of soccer and designed to be helpful to coaches working with 
a player level of 5-10 years of age.

• ! e Regional Diploma is designed for the youth and high school coach working with developing players from 11-18 years of age.

• ! e Advanced Regional Diploma is designed as a supplement for the Regional Diploma, adding study of systems of play and a practice teaching 
component.

• ! e National, Advanced National, and Premier Diplomas are pre-scheduled and conducted at selected residential sites.  ! e courses are designed 
for coaches of senior and advanced senior players.  ! e National Diploma is also taught non-residentially and is scheduled by the national o   ce in 
conjunction with NSCAA Regional and State Technical Directors. ! e Premier Diploma is designed for the coaches working with elite players and 
deals primarily with systems of play and advanced tactical concepts.  Participation in the residential courses is mandatory unless a physical condition 
prohibits. Individuals are not tested on playing ability. Evaluations are made based on coaching ability.

• ! e High School Diploma deals with leadership and managerial issues as well as coaching methodologies specifi c to coaches of boys’ and girls’ high 
school teams.

• ! e Director of Coaching Diploma is designed to address the issues confronting the Director of an American soccer club. ! e curriculum is rich in 
application and theory and will focus on organizational structure, methods of coaching, leadership theory, evaluation and development of coaches 
and players and fi scal, legal and moral responsibility.

• ! e Youth Diploma is directed at a national constituency. It is designed for the more experienced youth coach working with players in the 5-8 year 
age group.

• ! e Advanced Youth Diploma is similar in structure to the youth diploma, but geared toward the 9 to 12 year age group.

• ! e Goalkeeping Academy consists of four courses: State, Regional, National and Advanced National.  ! e State is six hours and deals with intro-
duction to teaching goalkeeping.  ! e Regional is twelve hours and deals with integrating the goalkeeper into team training and the eighteen-hour 
National course analyses tactical decision making in goalkeeping.  ! e Advanced National is a 50-hour course that deals with positioning, communi-
cation, goalkeeper psychology, goalkeeper fi tness and the methodology of training goalkeepers.

• ! e Master Coach Diploma is the pinnacle of the NSCAA educational program.  ! e Master Coach Diploma is a year-long mentorship program 
formulated along the lines of the UEFA “A” license.  Only holders of the Premier Diploma with a “Good Pass” are allowed into the Master Coach 
program.  Candidates who do not have a “good pass” will be considered if the committee determines that the applicant can make a “signifi cant con-
tribution” to the course.

• ! e Academy program is progressive. ! e National Diploma is a prerequisite for the Advanced National, unless the candidate has received a “B” license 
from the United States Soccer Federation or a UEFA “B.” ! e Premier Diploma requires the Advanced National, and/or the USSF “A” license or the 
UEFA “A” with an application requiring additional support material.

Course Instruction Testing
Parent Coach Diploma 2.5 -
State Diploma 5 -
Regional Diploma 13 -
Advanced Regional Diploma 21 -
National Diploma 50 6
Advanced National Diploma 50 6
Premier Diploma 50 6
Total Hours (Progressive) 220 18

Course Instruction Testing
High School Diploma 21 -
Director of Coaching Diploma 21 -
Youth Diploma 13 -
Advanced Youth Diploma 21 -
Goalkeeping Academy (Four Levels) 71 9
Total Hours (Specialty) 147 9

Master Coach Diploma Year Long Year Long
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Preface

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The NSCAA Coaching Academy does not discriminate based on any physical limitations to perform. While the 
residential courses do require participation in certain instructional sessions, candidates that have any disability or 
health problem which might limit their participation in some academy activities should notify a staff member and 
they will be excused from participation. Testing is based on the ability to coach and grading does not include any 
evaluation of personal technical ability.

The curriculum for this Advanced National Diploma Course is the property of the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America. Any reproduction or reuse of any part of this material without the express written consent 
of the NSCAA Executive Director is strictly prohibited. Videotaping of academy sessions is also strictly prohibited.

Welcome to the NSCAA Coaching Academy and more specifi cally, the Advanced National Diploma course.  ! e 
Advanced National Diploma is designed for the experienced coach working with the advanced player.  

! e emphasis of the Advanced National Diploma course is on training players within a team concept that is designed to 
produce a successful environment.  ! e 8v8 model is the main focus.  ! e curriculum includes team organization and 
training, advanced methodology, analysis and understanding systems of play, a focus on tactics within thirds of the fi eld, 
technical position overviews, match analysis and the psychological aspect of coaching.

! is NSCAA Coaching Academy course will be a highly intensive week of instruction dedicated to fulfi lling the 
important NSCAA mission of education.  ! e NSCAA Academy Sta   is appointed by the NSCAA Board of Directors 
and the instructors represent some of the most experienced and qualifi ed teachers of the game in this country. 

Course Objectives
1. Raise awareness in the coaching community that the NSCAA exists for the development and support of its 

members.  We are an Association of coaches whose mission is to help our members achieve their professional goals.
2. Analyze the game of soccer from a teacher’s perspective.  ! e Academy’s focus is on teaching the game.
3. To improve the skills of the coaches who attend in the use of modern coaching methodology.
4. To help coaches recognize and improve the play of groups within the team in the thirds of the fi eld.
5. To improve coach’s ability to analyze the full match.
6. To preserve soccer as a “players’ game” fi rst and foremost.  Soccer players are not robots and should be encouraged 

to fully develop their skill and, where appropriate, provide an entertaining spectacle for soccer lovers.
7. To develop a soccer culture and provides an education network to spread the highest ethical and professional 

standards throughout the coaching profession.

! e Education Committee welcomes your comments relative to course curriculum, administration and sta  .  We hope 
your participation in this academy is very benefi cial to you.
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Coaches attending an NSCAA Academy course are divided into squads.  Each squad is assigned an instructor who 
monitors the progress of the squad and evaluates the squad members in several di  erent testing formats.

1. Match Analysis – Team unit

! e instructor assigns a group of players to be analyzed at either a real game or on a video. ! e coach’s observations are 
recorded on the “NSCAA Advanced National Course Match Analysis” sheet in the curriculum. See example enclosed in 
curriculum.

2. Half-Time Exam

! e coach’s observations are recorded on the “Match Analysis” sheet. ! e coach delineates three key analytical 
observations about the play of the entire team and records the observations in ascending level of importance (i.e. with 
the most important last). See example enclosed in curriculum.

3. Match Analysis – Group Practice Session 

! e coach designs a practice session to improve the play of the group. ! e practice session is either an 8v8 or a 9v9 
game using “Coaching in the Game” methodology. ! e session is written on the “Coaching Outline” and given to the 
instructor at the appropriate time. See example enclosed in curriculum.

4. Written Examination

! e written examination tests two important coaching skills:
A. Working knowledge of technical, tactical and methodological information.
B. An ability to deal with the unexpected.

! e coach is given a randomly selected question on designing a training session. ! e coach is then asked to provide a 
coaching session using a specifi ed methodology. ! e session topic will be provided at the beginning of the examination. 
! e coaches are given a maximum of one hour before handing in their examination to the proctor.

5. Practical Field Session

! e coach is given a coaching topic and specifi cally given a method of coaching to use to teach the coaching topic.
a. FT – Functional Training
b. SP – Shadow Play
c. PP – Phase Play
d. CIG – Coaching in the Game

! e topic also indicates the system of play which is to be used (1-2-3-2, 1-3-3-2, etc.) ! e session will be structured as 
follows:

i. Warm-Up (5 minutes) 
It is important that the coach discusses the warm-up with the instructors as it may be optional, depending on which 
methodology is assigned. If appointed, only the fi rst coaching session shall physically require a warm-up. 

Examination Procedures
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ii. Coaching Session (20 minutes)
All practice teaching sessions are divided into two parts:

Functional Training, Phase of Play and Shadow Training
! e coach of Squad A uses the prescribed method of coaching with his/her squad to coach the assigned topic 
in one area. ! e coach of Squad B will coach his/her squad on an adjacent area. ! e coaches must use their 
prescribed method to teach the topic. ! e topic will also indicate which System of Play is to be used and it will 
either be 7 or 8 outfi eld players. ! e coach is asked to use the Coaching Outline form to develop the practice 
and hand the form in to the instructor prior to the commencement of the session. In SP, FT and PP sessions, the 
coach will use players from his/her own squad to conduct the session.

Coaching in the Game
If the methodology is CIG (Coaching in the Game) each coach will have about 10 minutes to instruct his/her 
topic and squad. ! e session begins with both Squad A and Squad B on the fi eld at the same time. ! e coach may 
use some conditions to restrict the opposing team in various ways to help develop the topic in question. (e.g. the 
opposing team may score a goal by driving the ball in the air to Squad A’s goalkeeper so it can be caught in the 
air.) ! is may help give squad A more repetitions of the topic. No artifi cial equipment (cones, fl ags, etc.) however 
should be used. If the topic is a CIG topic both teams will be on the fi eld at the same time from the start of the 
session.

It is recommended that the sessions are conducted in the following fashion:
1. Functional Training

Exercise 1 should show a pattern of play with little or no opposition.
Exercise 2 should include opposition with a counter attack target for the defenders.
Exercise 3 should be an alternative pattern with opposition. ! is stage should look like a “Phase of Play” session.
Final Game should be “Coaching in the Game” methodology with one of the sequences being used 

diagrammatically highlighted.
2. Phase Play

Exercise 1 should be in half a fi eld with limited opposition and counter attack goals.
Exercise 2 should be the same organization with more opposing numbers.
Exercise 3 should be an alternative pattern with full opposition.

3. Shadow Play
Exercise 1 should be a pattern of play with no opposition.
Exercise 2 should be an alternative pattern of play with no opposition.
Exercise 3 should show one of the patterns of play from Exercise 1 or 2 with partial opposition (i.e. introduce 

backs, midfi elders or forwards). ! e opposition may be conditioned or non-conditioned.
4. Coaching in the Game

Exercise 1 should be a pattern which heavily conditions the opposition to achieve success.
Exercise 2 should be an alternative pattern with similarly conditioned opposition.
Exercise 3 should be one of the above patterns with more realistic opposition.

iii. ! e Game (5-10 minutes) 
A non participating squad member is appointed to referee. ! e coaches can address their groups prior to the game 
issuing fi nal instructions. ! e two squads play against each other. Both coaches stand on the touchline observing 
the play. At any moment in the game the coaches can intervene by stepping into the fi eld with a stoppage signal of 
“Freeze” or “Stop, stand still!” ! e coach makes the coaching point using the 3R Method (Review, Rehearse, Restart) 
and retreats to the touchline. ! e stoppage must focus on the topic. ! e coaches may make a maximum of two 
stoppages in the game.

iv. Critique
! e instructor o  ers a critique and invites comments by the coach and squad members. ! e coach returns the 
“Coaches Assessment Sheet” either at the session or subsequently, thereafter.
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6. The Final Field Test

! e Final Field Test is conducted in the same fashion as the practice sessions with the exception that there is no critique 
and the “Coaching Assessment Form” is not returned.

Coaches grading forms can be returned upon request to coaches who receive a “Qualifi ed Pass” or a “Certifi cate of 
Attendance.”  Contact the NSCAA National O  ce, 800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101.
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NSCAA Statement on Grading
Course Grade

Whereas the fi nal fi eld test is the most important part of one’s grade for an NSCAA National, 
Advanced National, or Premier Diploma  course, a coach may not receive a grade for any of those 
courses that is higher than the grade he/she receives on his/her fi nal fi eld test.  Exceptions to this 
policy may be recommended by the evaluating NSCAA sta   coach.

! e overall impression gained by the evaluating sta   coach during the course of the week remains 
as the defi nitive guide to a fi nal grade in any particular course.  ! e grade assigned to that overall 
impression will usually correspond to the grade earned by the coach on his/her fi nal fi eld test, and the 
evaluating sta   coach is under no obligation to raise a coach’s grade above that of the fi nal fi eld test.

Future Course Enrollment and NSCAA Instructor Status

Coaches who receive a grade of “Good Pass” or better in either the Advanced National or Premier 
Diploma courses may be considered to receive an invitation to become an NSCAA Associate Sta   
Coach.

Coaches who receive a grade of “Distinguished Pass” in the Advanced National Diploma gain 
automatic entry onto the Premier Diploma.

Coaches must wait a period of one year from completion of a course before enrolling in the next 
higher level course.  ! at requirement is waived for those who receive a grade of “Distinguished Pass” 
in either the National diploma or Advanced National Diploma.

Candidates who receive a grade of “Qualifi ed Pass” or a Certifi cate of Participation must take again 
the course in which they received those evaluations prior to being admitted to the next higher course 
in the NSCAA curriculum.
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NSCAA Advanced National Diploma Grading Guidelines

1. Distinguished Pass
! is is a grade that indicates that the coach has demonstrated mastery in all categories of the Coaching Course. 
! e demonstrated work is of su  cient quality to be of the highest possible standard and meets all the criteria of the 
NSCAA instructional sta  . A Distinguished Pass indicates that the coach is ready, immediately, for the next level.

2. Good Pass
! is grade indicates that the coach has a very good understanding of the material presented in the course and is highly 
recommended to move on to the next level after a period of one year. ! e instructor believes that the coach is of a high 
standard and will, with experience, make an excellent coach. 

3. Pass
A Passing grade indicates that the coach has a solid understanding of the material and has demonstrated competence 
in the practical sessions and written exams. ! e instructor does, however, believe that there are some areas which could 
be improved with experience. ! is coach is encouraged to coach one year or more before moving on to the next level. 

4. Qualifi ed Pass
! e Qualifi ed Pass indicates some weaknesses in the coach’s grasp of the subject matter and practical coaching ability. 
! e coach needs a signifi cant amount of experience to be suitable to move on to the next level.
Qualifi ed Pass coaches may ask for their paperwork to be forwarded to them from the National O   ce where they shall 
receive a detailed account of the areas of weakness.  Candidates receiving a Qualifi ed Pass in the Advanced National 
Diploma must retake the course prior to applying for the Premier Diploma

5. Certifi cate of Participation
A Certifi cate of Participation is awarded to coaches who are signifi cantly below the level of theoretical and practical 
material presented in this course. ! e Certifi cate does not, necessarily, indicate bad coaching but may indicate that the 
coach is not coaching at the correct age or profi ciency level for their background. A Coach who receives a certifi cate 
will have to take the course again before moving on to the next level. Certifi cate coaches may receive their course 
paperwork for review from the National O  ce.
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Explanation of Practical Assessment Form
General Impressions

Session Outline
Session outline sheet is neat and refl ects the topic assigned.

Coaching Demeanor
Coach is dressed appropriately, looks professional and confi dent.

Coaching Environment
Coach goes about the task in an e  cient fashion and creates a positive work environment.

Organization
Equipment

All equipment to be used in the session is organized prior to session.
Utilization of Space and Players

! e coach has correct spatial sizing for the tasks being undertaken.  Players are organized before hand and know 
their roles.

Sequencing of Exercises
! e coach has utilized the appropriate sequence of exercises (if coaching a “squad” topic).

Coaching Ability
Communication

Coach verbally communicates clearly and gives accurate explanations.
Demonstration

! e coach provides adequate visual pictures for the players.
Correction of Problems

Corrections are timely, accurate and concise
Game Stoppage

Did the coach stop the game at correct teachable moment? Were the instructions accurate? Did the coach restart the 
exercise properly?

Coaching Effectiveness
Knowledge

Coach has a competent understanding of the material.
Identifi cation of Faults

Corrections are specifi c and accurate.
E  ectiveness of Session

! e coach had a positive, impact on the players specifi c to the focus topic.
Suggestions for Future

Instructor provides some key elements that may have helped the session’s e  ectiveness and should be considered for 
future.
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Name: Site:

Date: Course Designation:

Topic:

Session Outline:

Coaching Demeanor:

Coaching Environment:

Equipment:

Utilization of Space & Players:

Sequencing of Exercises:

Communication:

Demonstration:

Correction of Problems:

Game Stoppage:

Knowledge:

Identification of Faults:

Effectiveness of Session:

Suggestions for Future:

Signed: Attest: Date:

Grade: DP GP P QP C

NSCAA Coaching Academy
Practical Assessment Form

General Impressions

Organization

Coaching Ability

Coaching Effectiveness
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Sample Match Analysis Evaluation (Uses old form)
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Sample Match Analysis Evaluation (Uses old form)
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Sample Match Analysis Session - Front
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Sample Match Analysis Session - Back
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Systems of Play
! e NSCAA does not recommend any one System of Play but recognizes that certain playing frameworks bring out the 
best in the players on the squad.  ! e Academy does, however, want all coaches to seriously consider the consequences of 
both the shape of the team and the number of players in it.  For purposes of teaching methodology we use two numerical 
arrangements and, within those numerical arrangements, 4 di  erent playing systems to achieve various teaching goals.  ! e 
numerical arrangements and systems are as follows:

8 players

1-3-3-1

1-2-3-2

1-3-2-2

1-2-4-1

9 players

1-3-3-2

1-2-4-2

1-3-4-1

1-3-2-3

To clarify any functional issues the positions within each system have numbers allocated to them for ease of identifi cation.  
! ere is no specifi c reason why numbers are allocated to certain positions, they are merely for identifi cation purposes.  ! e 
questions posed in the Advanced National Diploma will indicate:

 1. Which methodology is to be used.

 2. Which system is to be used.

 3. Which players (numbers) are to be trained.

Please refer to the systems  diagrams on the pages following the fi eld session topics if you have any questions.  All other 
questions should be directed to the squad instructor.
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Field Session Topics

Functional Training
F1 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center forwards to combine and shoot.
F2 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center backs to pressure and cover
F3 (1-3-2-2) – Teach center midfi elders to receive ball from 

the backs
F4 (1-3-2-2) – Teach center midfi elders to pressure and cover
F5 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center forward to execute takeovers and 

fake takeovers
F6 (1-3-2-2) – Teach center forwards when and how to check 

for ball
F7 (1-3-2-2) – Teach center midfi elders to combine o   center 

forwards and shoot

Phase Play
P1 (1-3-3-1) – Teach midfi elders to double team when ball 

goes behind them
P2 (1-3-3-1) – Teach fullbacks to combine with midfi elder to 

move into midfi eld area
P3 (1-3-2-2) – Teach fullbacks to defend zonally
P4 (1-2-3-2) – Teach movement when 7 & 11 bring ball 

across fi eld
P5 (1-2-3-2) – Teach forwards to combine with each other 

and shoot
P6 (1-2-3-2) – Improve midfi eld ability to pressure, cover 

and balance
P7 (1-2-3-2) – Teach midfi elders to combine o   forwards 

and shoot
P8 (1-3-3-1) – Teach midfi elders to force opponents into 

middle of fi eld
P9 (1-3-2-2) – Teach full backs when to pass and when to 

run ball into midfi eld

Shadow Play
S1 (1-3-3-1) – Teach midfi elders to change point of attack
S2 (1-3-3-1) – Teach midfi elders defensive shape
S3 (1-3-3-1) – Teach outside backs to overlap and cross ball
S4 (1-3-3-2) – Teach runs in penalty box when ball is crossed
S5 (1-3-3-2) – Teach player movement when ball brought 

across fi eld
S6 (1-3-2-2) – Teach full backs to combine with midfi elders 

to move into midfi eld
S7 (1-3-3-2) – Teach 2 counter-attacking movements where 

fullbacks win the ball
S8 (1-2-3-2) – Teach midfi elders to combine o   forwards and 

shoot
S9 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center forwards to combine and shoot
S10 (1-3-3-2) – Teach midfi elders to support forwards when 

ball played directly from the backs

Coaching In The Game
C1 (1-3-2-2) – Teach backs when to pass or run ball into 

midfi eld
C2 (1-3-3-1) – Teach midfi elders defensive shape
C3 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center forwards to combine with each 

other and shoot
C4 (1-3-3-2) – Teach center forwards to force ball into 

predictable positions
C5 (1-3-2-2) – Teach backs to defend zonally
C6 (1-3-2-2) – Teach midfi elders to combine o   forwards 

and shoot
C7 (1-3-3-1) – Teach outside midfi elders to force ball inside 

defensively
C8 (1-2-3-2) – Teach center backs to pressure and cover
C9* (1-3-3-2) – Teach fullbacks to overlap and cross ball
C10* (1-3-3-2) – Teach runs in the box
C11* (1-3-3-2) – Teach defensive positioning when ball in 

wide positions
C12* (1-3-3-2) – Teach early cross
C13 (1-3-3-2) – Teach backs to defend direct play
C14 (1-3-3-2) – Teach backs to play directly
C15* (1-3-3-2) – Teach goalkeeper to coordinate with 

defenders to deal with crosses
* - Field should be 75 yds x 80 yds

Topics listed as:
Topic # (System of Play) – Topic Description
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Systems of Play �– 8 Players

1-3-3-1

1-2-3-2
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Systems of Play �– 8 Players

1-3-2-2

1-2-4-1
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Systems of Play �– 9 players

1-3-3-2

1-2-4-2
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Systems of Play �– 9 players

1-3-4-1

1-3-2-3
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Functional Training
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Functional Training
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Phase Play
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Phase Play
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Shadow Play
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Shadow Play
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Coaching In The Game
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Sample Coaching Outline �– Coaching In The Game
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Match Analysis - Team Unit
Name

Date

Site

Team - System of Play

Observations - Attacking

Observations - Defending

Individual Player Characteristics

Practice Session Recommendations

Halftime Talk
3.
2.
1.

Group:

Team Colors:
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Name:

Area:

Topic:

Objectives:

Organization and Equipment
Outfi eld Players [       ] Goalkeepers [       ] Balls [       ]

Other Equipment

Warm Up Coaching Points

Exercise 1 Organization and Coaching Points

Exercise 2 Organization and Coaching Points
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Exercise 3 Organization and Coaching Points

Final Game Organization and Coaching Points
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Methods of Coaching
Lecture Sessions
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Methods of Coaching
! e NSCAA Advanced National Diploma is an opportunity for colleagues within the Association to train good coaches of 
senior players to be better coaches of senior players.  ! e course focuses almost exclusively on the improvement of training.  
Its context is the coaching school, a cooperative group context.  It is “advanced” in the sense that it builds on concepts 
covered in other coaching courses, particularly the NSCAA National Diploma.

Purpose

! e purpose of this manual is to provide written support for what is primarily a hands-on opportunity to train players 
in a supervised environment.  It is not a manual prescribing how to coach in general.  It is a manual which outlines 
a curriculum that was designed to exploit the coaching school format to the fullest.  ! e essence of this format is live 
involvement and live observation in a group which is similar in some respects to a team.

Challenge

! e challenge we’ve set for ourselves can be described hypothetically.  Imagine that two opposing coaches have teams 
that are identical in all respects, and that they have identical training facilities.  Imagine further that they each have two 
training sessions to prepare their teams to play one another and that the training sessions will be two hours long.

After 240 minutes of training one team will be better prepared.  One coach will make better use of those 240 minutes.  
One coach will waste minutes that the other coach uses e  ectively.

Our challenge is to understand the di  erences between these two preparations and then to train ourselves to win this 
pregame preparation.

The Instructor’s Role

! e instructor has two roles.  ! e fi rst is to help candidates think clearly about soccer in a way that will support their 
ability to train advanced players.  ! e second is to actively guide the candidates to an improved coaching performance.  
! e instructor does this during the candidate’s practice coaching session.

During instructional periods the instructor will choose one aspect of the broad target area that can be addressed 
comfortably and thoroughly.  For example, in a session titled “Attacking Tactics in the Front ! ird” the instructor 
might focus only on the recognition and development of scoring chances from the fl anks.  ! e main benefi t to be 
derived by the candidate is participation in a reasonable, consistent and above all concrete examination of one area of 
soccer performance with a trained expert who is familiar with both the area under examination and with the method 
of analyzing it.  It is vastly more important that the way the instructor analyzes something is clear and useful than it is 
for that analysis to be straight out of the manual.  One function of the manual is to provide an example of one way to 
analyze the game in a clear, concrete and realistic way.  It should not be viewed as the o  cial doctrine, nor does it claim 
to be.

! e instructor’s other role is actively guide candidates to an improvement in their coaching ability.  ! e instructor 
performs this role during both of the candidate’s practice coaching sessions.  ! e instructor will observe the candidate’s 
performance and then o  er a tactful, expert opinion on both the candidate’s methodology and, if appropriate, the 
content.

Assessing Candidates’ Performances

Instructors will pay close attention to aspects of the candidate’s performance in particular: the organization of the 
exercises and the candidate’s interventions in the exercises.  ! is course does not endorse any method as the “correct” 
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method for training anything.  But whatever method a candidate uses will be judged on fi ve standards.  If the 
organization falls short on one standard the instructor will try to demonstrate or describe a way to improve it.

1.  Realism
A realistic setting in which to practice the targeted skill.

2.  Frequency
Frequent opportunity to practice the targeted skill.

3.  Training
Opportunity for the coach to observe and intervene with a minimum of interference.

4.  Usefulness
In the instructor’s opinion senior players would judge this training session to be useful in terms of its fl ow, intensity 
and atmosphere.

5.  Accuracy
In the instructor’s opinion the session hit the training target with an acceptable degree of accuracy.

Intervention/Coaching Points.  ! e instructor should assist the candidate to be able to give advice that is:
1.  Consistent
2.  Concrete
3.  Realistic

Goals for the Week 

1.  To create a useful training environment in a brief time.  To react positively and skillfully to events in plain sight.  
To impose realistically high standards.  To a  ect positively the level of performance through guidance, motivation and 
instruction.

2.  To observe and practice various methods of coaching.

3.  To feed helpful information back to other coaches on their coaching performance.

4.  To grasp a systematic approach to soccer tactics, the main thrust of which is to help players to read the game.

5.  To understand the technical challenges implicated by various phases of high level play and to be able to train 
advanced players to meet those challenges.

6.  To convince colleagues that you have, under the circumstances, achieved a su   cient standard of advanced coaching.

Final Note 

! e NSCAA is an association of coaches.  One of its goals is to encourage coaches to associate with one another.  
Our coaching schools help to achieve that goal.  We hope the bonds that candidates form during this week will be 
strengthened by the humor, both intentional and inadvertent, that sweetens high achievement under challenging 
circumstances.

! is is a training methods course.  Our goal is to examine the ingredients of excellent training sessions, determine which 
of those ingredients the coach provides, and then cultivate the habit of providing those ingredients consistently.  We can 
sort them into two categories: organization and leadership.

! e easy part is organization.  Advanced training takes place in a sequence of artifi cial environments designed by the 
coach.  “Organization” refers to all the design details of these artifi cial environments.  For example, the size of the area, 
the number of players, where the balls will be placed, and so forth are the design details to which the term organization 
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refers.  At the advanced level the purpose of the organization is passive.  It serves only as a stage for the activity of the 
players and the coach.

! e activity of the players and the coach form a partnership during training.  In “Advanced” training both partners play 
active roles; each partner challenges the other; each partner must respond to the other’s challenge.  ! e primary needs 
which the training environment must meet are for the players to perform realistically and for the coach to infl uence 
that performance.  Advanced training is not, therefore, a sequence of “drills” the purpose of which is to cause an 
improvement while the coach plays the passive role of drill organizer.

! e di  cult part is leadership.  ! ere are two di  erences between a good training session and a great training session.  
! e minor di  erence is in organizational details like a better coaching position, better placement of balls, better 
defi nition of targets.  ! e major di  erence is in the level of performance.  During a great training session the players 
typically perform close to their limits; they are motivated.  ! e coach plays a crucial, though not necessarily, decisive 
role in achieving high levels of performance during training.  ! e ability to motivate players is the essence of leadership.  
! e di  erence between good coaching and great coaching is mainly the ability to lead.  While it is true that some 
people seem to be natural leaders it is also true that everyone can improve their ability to inspire the proper standard of 
performance during training.

We will address both aspects of training, leadership and organization, in the manual, on the fi eld and in the classroom.  
During the actual instruction of the course the methods used to train certain aspects of soccer performance will be 
treated together with that aspect.

! is section of the manual is a summary in outline form of the key factors and substance of Advanced methodology.

Key Factors in Advanced Methodology

I.  Purpose
! e coach must have a clear idea of the team’s purpose: recreational, developmental, competitive, etc.

II.  Objectives
What is the fi nal picture? ! e coach must have a clear image of the satisfactory conclusion of training.  What will it 
look like when we’re done? What standards must be met to make it “good enough”?
a.  Match analysis - A thorough understanding of your team’s performance capacity is not easy to acquire.  ! e 

advanced coach will seek it from several sources.  ! e best evidence is found during competition with other teams.
b.  Team, group, individual awareness - ! e advanced coach completes the understanding of the team’s strengths 

and weaknesses from observing the performance of individuals, groups of players, and the team as a whole during 
training.  ! is may include a dialogue with individuals concerning their strengths and weaknesses.  We will not be 
looking at such dialog in this coaching course.

III.  Priority and sequence
a.  Prioritizing the key factors - What one factor must occur before anything else can go right? ! e candidate must 

have the key factors, expressed in terms of coaching points, in priority order before each session.
b.  Sequence of activities - ! e road to success passes through progressive levels of challenges.  (More on this below)

IV.  Planning and organization
Practice time and players’ e  orts are precious resources.  Neither one is to be wasted in advanced training.  How will 
the coach spend practice time and e  ort? What activities will set the stage for the coach-player partnership?
a.  Area of the fi eld - Where does the targeted action occur? Put the players in realistic positions giving them realistic 

amounts of space.
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b.  Players involved
i.  How many targeted players? ! e whole team? A group within the team? An individual player?
ii.  How many opponents?
iii.  Who typically supplies the ball? 

c.  Realism - ! e players will develop the capacity to overcome the challenge posed by the training environment.  ! e 
design of the training environment must ensure the usefulness of that capacity during the next game.  
For example, developing the capacity to string passes together may not be as useful as developing the ability to use 
the ball cautiously to manage risk, together with the judgement of when to risk possession to gain an advantage.

d.  Starting and re-starting the exercise - For the sake of frequency the coach must take charge of how an exercise is to 
start, how it should be stopped and how it is to re-start.  ! e coach cannot allow the rules of soccer to accomplish 
these tasks in every case.

e.  Clarity - ! e purpose of the exercise must be clear.  A combination of an exercise’s organization and the theme 
underlying the coach’s interventions should come together to form a clear concept.  ! ree ways to achieve clarity 
organizationally are described below.

f.  Simplicity - Complex organization is the enemy of players and coaches, especially coaching school candidates.  ! e 
game itself plays the dominant role in the design of advanced training.  It imposes narrow constraints that master 
coaches have learned to respect without viewing it as a sacrifi ce.  Simplicity is therefore the watchword for much 
of advanced coaching.  Advanced training may be simple in form, but it is sophisticated in content; the content of 
the coach’s interventions is what makes it sophisticated, not the complexity of activities.  Organize simply.  Lead 
confi dently.

g.  Flow - A high quality training session can be as exhilarating as a game.  “Flow” is an attempt to describe the feel, 
the intensity, the focus of excellent training.  ! e sense of fl ow that characterizes high quality training is vital and 
fragile.  It is also an important training target.  ! e coach who stands in the way of fl ow does a great disservice 
to players.  ! e most common problem is preventing players from getting into action by talking to them.  ! e 
common features of fl ow experiences that apply to soccer training are:
i.  Ability to complete the task.  Players feel that the task demands things of them that they can, with e  ort and 

focus, provide.  ! ey also feel that they can accomplish the task.  ! e coach that challenges a team to score twenty 
goals in a fi ve-a-side is not setting the sort of challenge that encourages fl ow.  On the other hand, the coach that 
challenges players to complete two passes at the back may be under-challenging the team.  ! e advanced coach 
will carefully design training to challenge the players at their level.

ii.  Ability to concentrate on the challenge: freedom from distractions.  Coach must take charge of the environment.  
Players should not have to split their attention between meeting the challenge and, say, not tripping over stray 
practice vests or balls left in the playing area.

iii.  Clear goals.  Make the goal as concrete as possible.  Often the goal is physically visible.  For example, passing the 
ball through a gate or dribbling across a line.  If the goal is performance based it must not be too abstract.

iv.  Immediate feedback.  Feedback doesn’t always have to come from the coach.  If the challenge is to score against a 
numbers up defense then the attacking team gets immediate feedback when they see the ball hit the net.

v.  Players feel a sense of control over their own actions.  ! e people involved are called “players” not “marionettes.”

V.  Control of the Environment
! e advanced coach takes complete command of the training environment.  ! e laying out and collection of 
equipment should be done in military fashion.  (Training time can sometimes be saved by having players set up a new 
organization).
a.  Starting - After very brief (2 minutes maximum) introductory remarks, advanced coaches put the players 

immediately into action.  During the coaching school strive to have the fi rst ball rolling within 60 seconds.  You are 
not required (though it’s your choice) to tell the players what your training objective is.  ! eir frame of mind should 
be that of players, not assistant coaches.  Describe or demonstrate the fi rst activity and get going!
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b.  Action - ! e advanced training session is characterized by action punctuated by occasional interventions.  It is 
nothing like a coaching school which is characterized by analysis and discussion punctuated by action.

c.  Intervention - ! e act of intervening in a training session is the quintessence of coaching.  ! e advanced coach 
intervenes judiciously, choosing moments with care.  ! e simplest method of intervening is called “freezing play.” It 
involves four steps.  With practice the entire process can be completed in less than two minutes.
i.  Stop - ! e coach stops the action the instant a coaching point “needs” to be made.  ! is is a judgement call.  ! e 

coach must be certain that at that exact moment one clear, simple point can assist the players to reach a higher 
standard of performance.  ! e coach must ensure that the players will practically freeze in their tracks in order to 
preserve the picture which will form the basis of the coach’s point.

ii.  Review - ! e coach picks one single coaching point to make.  ! e coach then communicates that point to 
the player, group of players or team: whoever needs to understand it.  ! e clearest and most e  ective form of 
communication in most cases is a physical demonstration.  ! e coach’s verbal communication must be simple, 
clear and concrete.  ! e coach must not use coaching school jargon to talk to players.  ! e coach should speak in a 
way that the players will recognize as genuine.

iii.  Rehearse - ! e coach takes training time to allow the players to try out the proposed solution to the problem.
iv.  Restart - ! e coach then restarts the exercise in exactly the manner and circumstances that led to the problem.  

! is allows the players the chance to confi rm its e  ectiveness.
! e Advanced Training session is characterized by action punctuated by occasional interventions.  It is nothing like a 
coaching school which is characterized by analysis and discussion punctuated by action.

VI.  Observation
Observational skill is an important part of coaching skill.  After setting up a practice activity the coach will check:
a.  Organization correct? Do the players understand the organization? Is the organization working for or against the 

players? Is the space too large, too small, etc.?
b.  Attitudes.  ! e advanced coach sets high standards for playing and training habits.

i.  Enthusiasm.
ii.  Aggression.
iii.  Composure.
iv.  Concentration.
v.  Competitive maturity.
vi.  Pride.

c.  General performance of the group.
i.  Leadership
ii.  Proper balance between discipline and freedom.  (Unique to each team)

d.  Specifi c performance of the individual.  A catch phrase that expresses this aspect of advanced coaching is “Coach 
only what you see.” A good coach reacts positively to events in plain sight.  ! e coach does not “react” to a problem 
that was anticipated while designing the practice, but hasn’t happened yet.  If a player, or a group of players is having 
a problem, the coach reacts to that specifi c problem.  For the sake of clarity and the continuity of training, coaches 
will try to mentally fi t the problem into one of three main categories of performance (technical, tactical or fi tness).  
! is will help the coach decide whether or not to intervene.  ! e coach must resist the temptation to correct every 
problem.  Stick to the theme.
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VII.  Communication
Communication is at the heart of each coach-player partnership.  It is a powerful and dangerous tool and must be 
treated as such.
a.  Visually.  Visual communication is an invaluable tool for the advanced coach.  Two main ways to communicate 

visually are:
i.  Demonstration.  Demonstrations are an essential component of any successful coaching session.  Coaches use 

demonstrations to communicate three things: the organization of the session (what is going to occur, what ought 
to be occurring), technique and tactical behavior.  Demonstrations should be:
- Relevant to both the theme and the specifi c problem which prompted the coach’s intervention.
- Short.

ii.  Artifi cially.  Successful coaches have used video to inspire, to communicate training objectives, as well as to feed 
important information back to players on their performance.
- ! e upside of video is that it is extremely concrete and precise.
- ! e downside of video is that it, like all forms of communication, is easily abused.

b.  Verbally.  Verbal communication is the stock-in-trade of the master coach.  ! e following briefl y characterizes that 
communication (More in”Psychology”).
i.  Sincerity.  Players, like all people, attend to words spoken “from the heart.” ! e respected coach speaks the honest 

truth.
ii.  Mixture of positive and negative feedback.  ! e master coach compliments that which ought to be 

complimented.  When that is done well the coach’s compliments become earned rewards.  ! e great training 
environments are characterized by a combination of rewards and risks.  ! e master coach can stimulate 
performance by adding the appropriate amount of risk.  ! e risk can take the form of an honest expression of 
disapproval for a specifi c performance (not a person) which is unacceptably sub-standard.

iii.  Simplicity.  Short declarative sentences are best.  If you make your point narrow enough you won’t need to use 
long qualifying clauses.

iv.  Clarity.  Know exactly what you want to say and say that exact thing.  If a player missed the opportunity to 
tackle then tell the player exactly what to look for, show the player how it looks and then give the player a chance 
to try it.  Use simple terms.  Use vivid imagery.  Avoid coaching school jargon or any terms that makes soccer 
sound like rocket science.

v.  Concrete.  ! e dividing line between coaches who can convey deep insights into the game and those who can 
only urge players to do better might lie right here.  If the perfect far post cross goes sailing over the head of the 
far post target the advanced coach can react with advice that refers to something the player can see, touch or hear.  
For example, “John, if you’re in too early stop and hold your position wider than the far corner of the six yard box 
until after he’s struck the ball, then judge it and attack it.” ! e “…far corner of the six yard box…” is concrete.

vi.  Brevity.  ! e shorter the better.
vii.  Persuasion.  To be convincing the coach must be convinced, not just repeating the catch phrases of the day.  

Persuasive coaches speak with honest conviction.  ! ey restrict their comments to things they truly understand.  
! ey study the game to understand more.

viii.  Optimism.  ! e di  erence between a complaint and a coaching comment is that a coaching comment conveys 
the coach’s honest belief that the player(s) can achieve the desired standard.
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Choosing The Right Tool For The Job
! is section outlines each of the four main organizations which will serve as platforms for the training of both techinque 
and tactics.  Each organization has its strengths and weaknesses.  Each demands di  erent things from the coach as it is 
demanding di  erent things from the players.

I.  Technical & Tactical Functional Training

Technical and tactical functional training isolates one aspect of an individual or small group’s function within the team.  
Functional training often begins in the simplest form of any training: a single player performing.  From an organizational 
point of view, however, the details of managing functional training sessions are numerous.  Ball placement, artifi cial 
targets and objectives, sources of service, not to mention inspiration and leadership are a few of the challenges which face 
coaches in functional training sessions that are not as demanding in team training, for example.  A common example of 
functional training is goalkeeper training.

Designing a Functional Training Session
1.  Targets.  What are the targets of the session? Don’t try to do too much.  Pick two, at most three targets.  Be 

Concrete and Specifi c! ! e clearer you can defi ne your goal the clearer it will be to your players.
2.  Key Factors.  What key factors are involved? How does it happen?
3.  Location.  Where does it occur on the fi eld?
4.  Players.  What players are involved?

a.  What players from your team?
b.  What opposing players?

5.  Progression.  You want to develop the practice from easier to harder.  You will need a sequence of environments that 
will change the demands on the player in a realistic way.  ! e coach needs to design a starting point, the sequence 
and the ending points with three things in mind.
a.  Players.  ! e expertise of the players: the more accomplished the players the more realistic the starting exercise.
b.  Realism.  ! e fi nal step must look like a section of a real game.
c.  Target.  ! e type of target sought: technical training follows a di  erent progression than tactical training.

6.  Type of Target.  Technical or Tactical.
a.  Technical.  ! e usual progression is from “fundamental” to “match conditions.”
b.  Tactical.  ! e progression gradually makes the environment visually more complex.

7.  Organization.
a.  Coaching position.  Must be able to see clearly and yet not interfere.  Most of the time the best position ranges 

from the side of the fi eld into the fi eld depending on where the ball is.  ! is is not automatically the best position, 
however.

b.  Warm-up.  What sort of warm-up will lead smoothly into the session?
c.  Starting and re-starting the exercise.  ! e coach will take charge of stopping and re-starting the exercise to achieve 

frequency.  ! e means chosen to re-start the exercise must highlight the targeted skill, action, tactic.
d.  Ball supply.  ! ere must be an adequate supply of balls.  ! e means of re-starting the exercise will probably 

determine where to place the balls.
e.  Defi ning the area.  Will you use cones, corner fl ags or lines of fi eld? Determining the size of the area is a tuning 

process.  ! e coach defi nes the area at the start and then fi ne tunes it after the exercise begins.
f.  Distinguishing the teams.  Practice vests should be used.  ! e clearer the distinction between teams the clearer the 

session is to both players and coach.  ! e more game-like the conditions, the more game- like the performance.
g.  “Goals” for each team.  Each player taking part must be competing, not just providing “opposition.” ! e 

organization must include something to play to, as well as something to stop the opponent from getting to.
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II.  Phase of Play

“Phase of play” training focuses on one aspect of a group’s function within the team.  Functional training focuses 
on one aspect of an individual’s function within one of the groups which compromise a team.  Shadow training can 
involve a group or full team – no opposition or passive opposition.  Finally coaching patterns in the game refers to the 
identifi cation and rehearsal of patterns which occurs in a game or a result of a coaches team’s system or style of play.  ! is 
kind of training is conducted in 8v8 through 11v11 soccer.  

Many attacks can be thought of as passing through three phases characterized by their location and their objectives: 
consolidating possession, crossing midfi eld, setting up a scoring chance.  If the coach feels that the team is weak at one 
of these phases then phase of play training is a way to focus on the key factors involved in that phase.  Usually there is a 
group within the team whose main function is to successfully conclude that phase.

1.  Description
A competition, often uneven-sided, between members of groups that typically oppose one another during a game.

2.  Purpose
To improve and coordinate individual functions within a group during one phase of play.  For example, defending 
against a team that is building from back third to middle third.  It is also an ideal way to help players to recognize 
vulnerable areas within a single group that are revealed by its shape or the movement of groups of players.

3.  Clarity
! e organization itself helps achieve clarity.  Fewer players means that important visual cues are more prominent.  
! e coach may still have to structure the attacking or defending group artifi cially during early stages of phase of play 
training.  ! e factors that impose normal spacing between players are often missing.

4.  Coaching Methods
Intervention.  Freezing play is the most challenging and perhaps the clearest form of intervention.  ! e Advanced 
Diploma will focus on this skill to the exclusion of other means of intervening.

Designing a Phase of Play Training Session
1.  Targets.  What are the targets of your session? Don’t try to do too much.  Pick two, at most three, targets.  Be 

Concrete and Specifi c! ! e clearer you can defi ne your goal the clearer it will be to your players.
2.  Key Factors.  What key factors are involved? How does it happen?
3.  Location.  Where does this phase occur on the fi eld?
4.  Groups.  What groups are involved?

a.  What group of players from your team?
b.  What group of opposing players?

5.  Progression
You want to develop the practice from easier to harder.  You will need a sequence of environments that will change 
the demands on the group in a realistic yet controlled way.  ! e coach needs to design the starting point, the 
sequence and the ending points with two things in mind.
a.  Players.  ! e expertise of the players: the more accomplished the players the more realistic the starting exercise.
b.  Realism.  ! e fi nal step must look like a section of the real game.

6.  Organization
a.  Coaching position.  Must be able to see clearly and yet not interfere.  Most of the time the best position ranges 

from the side of the fi eld into the fi eld depending on where the ball is.  ! is is not automatically the best position, 
however.
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b.  Warm-up.  What sort of warm-up will lead smoothly into the session?
c.  Starting and re-starting the exercise.  ! e coach will take charge of stopping and re-starting the exercise to achieve 

frequency.  ! e means chosen to re-start it must highlight the targeted skill, action, tactic.
d.  Ball supply.  ! ere must be an adequate supply of balls.  ! e means chosen to re-start the exercise will often 

determine where to place the balls.
e.  Defi ning the area.  Will you use cones, corner fl ags or lines of the fi eld? Determining the size of the area is a 

tuning process.  ! e coach defi nes the area at the start and then fi ne tunes it after the exercise begins.
f.  Distinguishing the teams.  Practice vests should be used.  ! e clearer the distinction between teams the clearer the 

session is to both players and coach.  ! e more game-like the conditions, the more game- like the performance.
g.  “Goals” for each team.  Each player taking part must be competing, not just providing “opposition.” ! e 

organization must include something to play to and something to stop the opponent from getting to.  ! e size 
and type of goal should enhance the training objective.  If you want to give midfi elders the chance to practice 
penetrating through a midfi eld defense, don’t place a full goal 20 yards away.  In that case they will tend to 
reinforce their shooting habits and the opportunity to read the compactness of two central midfi elders will be lost.

III.  Shadow Play

Shadow play is a coaching technique used by an instructor to reinforce some general patterns of play by groups within 
the team or to coordinate the movements of the whole team.  ! e coach may give the players certain specifi c movements 
and combinations, or may allow the team freedom to express themselves with no set pattern.  ! e ideal time to practice 
Shadow Play is the day before a game.  ! is method normally is conducted with no opposition or sometimes partial or 
passive opposition, e.g.  passive opposing forwards, midfi elders but live defenders.  Shadow play frequently concludes 
with a shot on goal.

- Used to imprint a style of play (direct or indirect).
- Method used the day before a game to rehearse patterns of play with guaranteed success and eliminating the danger 

of injury.
- Good for choreographing functional movements (e.g.  Fullback plays ball to winger and overlaps, winger dribbles 

inside and reverses to fullback – who crosses ball to center forward – who heads to goal.)
- Establishing a passing rhythm.

Advantages
1.  Good warm-up.
2.  Good refresher in patterns of play.
3.  Players achieve success easily.
4.  A good ‘hurry up’ technique when time is limited.

Disadvantages
1.  Sometimes little transfer to competitive match.
2.  Players get complacent.
3.  Can create bad habits.
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IV.  Coaching in the Game

! e coach may observe that certain patterns repeat themselves in a game, or over the course of a series of games.  ! ese 
patterns are sometimes o  ensive and sometimes defensive and they are frequently a result of the system or shape of the 
team or sometimes a result of a team’s style.  ! e coach may use the method of “Coaching in the Game” to reinforce 
these patterns especially when it is di  cult to artifi cially create the environment (e.g.  using cones, grids, uneven 
numbers, etc.) ! e key to this method is that the coach must be able to mentally picture the patterns desired, must be 
able to anticipate it about to happen and must fi nd some “trigger method” to restart the exercise at the point where 
rehearsal can take place.  “Coaching in the Game” normally involves teams of equal strength and large numbers (8v8 
through 11v11).

Advantages
1.  Very realistic.
2.  Players like it.
3.  Facilitates team work and tactical understanding.

Disadvantages
1.  Demanding on coaches knowledge.
2.  Expose poor technique.
3.  Too much emphasis on competitive aspect, diminishes learning.
4.  Too complex for many coaches and players to analyze.

1.  Description
A game, usually even-sided, with seven or more players on a side.  ! e playing area is either the full fi eld or a scaled 
down version of it, proportioned to fi t the number of players, or proportioned to fi t the topic.

2.  Purpose
To coordinate the three main group functions within the team during one aspect of play.  For example, defending 
against a counter-attack.  It is also an ideal way to help players to recognize vulnerable areas of an opponent that are 
revealed by its team shape or movement of groups of players.

3.  Repetition and Realism
! e challenge to the coach is to slowly develop the session to make the practice more game-like.  ! e way the coach 
achieves this is by removing artifi cial techniques for obtaining repetition.  ! e more realistic the session, the less 
repetitions are likely to occur.  
a.  Interventions.  ! e coach must keep interventions strictly on the targeted theme.  Blurry, random nit- picking is 

the temptation.  Stay focused.  Be disciplined!
b.  Re-starting.  ! e coach should start and re-start the exercise in an artifi cial way to achieve greater repetitions of the 

targeted aspect of play.
c.  Restrictions.  Artifi cially requiring one team to develop a strike at goal in less than four passes is one way to focus 

a team level training session on what happens the moment one team gains or loses possession.  (Caution: artifi cial 
conditions like “two touch” should not replace the coach as the active ingredient in training.)

4.  Coaching Methods.
a.  Intervention.  Freezing play is the most challenging and perhaps the clearest form of intervention.  ! e Advanced 

Diploma will focus on this skill to the exclusion of other means of intervening.
b.  Play-discuss-play.  Similar to an actual game with a half-time discussion.  ! e coach allows players to play and 

discuss the player’s performances during breaks (e.g.  water breaks, etc.)
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Qualities Of The Advanced Coach
Leadership Worth Following

Each advanced coach is a leader.  ! e following list catalogs the leadership qualities of a good soccer coach.
1.  Enthusiasm.
2.  Integrity.
3.  Common sense.
4.  Persistence.
5.  Patience.
6.  Good standards.  ! e advanced coach insists and assists: insists on high standards and assists players to achieve 

them.
7.  An open and inquiring mind.
8.  A logical and analytical mind.
9.  Knowledge.
10.  Ability to inspire.
11.  Pride in your team and your work.  Refl ected in your manner and your dress.

Common Problems in Methodology
Communication Problems

1.  ! e coach failing to spot fl aws in the practice and subsequently neglecting to make appropriate corrections.
2.  ! e coach boring the group with long-winded speeches.
3.  ! e coach complicating the exercise by o  ering too much information and by elaborating on the chosen theme by 

involving too many phases of play.
4.  ! e coach failing to demonstrate.
5.  ! e coach o  ering instruction while running.
6.  ! e coach failing to communicate the purpose and organization clearly to every player.
7.  ! e coach speaking in generalizations.
8.  ! e coach o  ering a running commentary.
9.  ! e coach demonstrating something that the coach cannot demonstrate.
10.  ! e coach demonstrating a di  cult skill when it is known that someone in the squad can demonstrate it more 

e  ciently.

Organizational Problems
11.  Spectators and other players encroaching on the fi eld.
12.  Lack of awareness of the space required for each exercise.
13.  Poor organization of the soccer balls.
14.  ! e coach not in a neutral color.
15.  Technique training becoming endurance work.
16.  ! e coach following the ball instead of observing from a detached position.
17.  ! e coach acting as a ball-retriever.
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Other Methodologies Not Dealt With In This Course
I.  Condition Play

Coaches can implement artifi cial conditions on training exercises and games to emphasize certain aspects of the game. 
Some examples are:

a. Limiting a player’s touches
- One-Touch play to emphasize quality of support and passing
- Two-touch play to emphasize quality of fi rst touch and passing
- ! ree-touch play to emphasize qualify of shielding and dribbling)

b. All players must be over the half fi eld line to score.

Advantages
1.  Coach controls aspect of play.
2.  Habits ingrained in players.
3.  Normally played in game-like situation.

Disadvantages
1.  Conditions of game become more important than good soccer.
2.  Takes away players’ judgement.
3.  How to punish player when condition is broken? Generally practice has to stop.

II.  Drills

Practice of certain techniques and skills by constant repetition and movement.  Normally involves players lining up.  
Generally not position specifi c (i.e.  everybody performs same technique) it is normally done without opposition.

Advantages
1.  Coach closely supervises large group.
2.  Isolation of special technique or movement.
3.  Good for team spirit/morale.

Disadvantages
1.  Not position specifi c.
2.  Lining up produces inactivity.
3.  Lack of opposition makes practice unrealistic.
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III.  Repetitive Pressure Training

e.g.  Fullback hitting crosses to center forward or shooting by a CF.  Usually the player receives a continuous supply of 
services with little time between serves.

Advantages
1.  Good for technical, functional training.
2.  Initially enjoyable.
3.  Good for fi tness.
4.  Good for imprinting habits.

Disadvantages
1.  No opposition generally.
2.  Servers are normally static.
3.  Limited tactical choices.
4.  Fatigue leads to sloppy technique.
5.  Working player dependent on quality of service.

IV.  Coaching Grids

Squares or rectangles (normally 10x10-yd.  Area) marked on a training fi eld.  Utilize to work on various aspects of play 
– giving coach easy fl exibility to expand or combine squares.  Used for e  ective teaching of techniques or basic tactical 
play.

Advantages
1.  Easily and visually e  cient organizationally.
2.  Good for specifi c training (e.g.  1v1 in a 10x20-yd.  area).
3.  Can be easily expanded.

Disadvantages
1.  Players have di   culty ‘visualizing’ how the practice fi ts into a full game.
2.  Normally non-functional.
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Coaching In The Game
8v8 and 9v9 – Imprinting a Style of Play.

Overall objective of the 8v8 is to imprint a style of attacking and style of defending. 8v8 is a team tactic as the preparation 
of a style of play and movement through thirds of the fi eld characterize team tactics.

A. Imprinting a style of defending.
1. One team of eight is asked to play a high-pressure style of defending.

a. Objective of high-pressure defending is to win ball back as quickly as possible.
b. Ask that this team mark man-to-man over the entire fi eld.

2. Other team of eight is asked to play a low-pressure style of defending.
a. Objective of low-pressure defending is to insure that all attacking spaces are occupied by defenders.
b. Allow opponent to have half to two thirds of the fi eld.
c.Ask that this team back-up and organize defense at edge of middle and back third.
d. Because defending team is very compact, play in zones and pass people on.

3. 1 and 2 above are the diametrically opposite styles of defending.
4. Experiment with many variations of 1 and 2 above.

B. Imprinting a style of attacking.
1. One team of eight is asked to play directly.

a. Objective of playing directly is to put as many defenders out of the game with long, direct to goal passing.
b. Bypass midfi eld area and build-up play.
c. Need a player to stay as far advanced as possible. He/she acts as a target for long, direct pass.
d. Target man needs player lurking nearby to play with or must hold ball until attacking teammates can reach him to 

support.
2. Other team of eight is asked to play indirectly.

a. Objective is to move forward as a team putting defenders out of the game one or two at a time.
b. Ball possession is a dominant characteristic of this style of play.
c. Combination passing is a characteristic of this style of play.
d. Width and depth of the fi eld is constantly being probed.
e. Utilize di  erent role (e.g., one center striker or two, two wings and one center striker, three or two in midfi eld, 

withdrawn wing, etc.)

C. Organization
8v8. Field size 80 yards long x 50 yards wide.
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Coaching in the Game is a method of coaching whereby certain selected ‘patterns’ which occur in a game are rehearsed. 
! is type of training is common in dealing with advanced players but applicable also to junior football. It is a basic 
principle of “coaching in the game” that certain systems of play produce some predictable patterns. It is valuable that these 
patterns, along with other tactical concepts, be rehearsed in training. Two typical scenarios are o  ered below.

1. Square team is playing in a 4-4-2 formation. (Diagram 1)
5 (central defender) plays lateral pass to 2 (right back) 10-yards inside his own half. In a 4-4-2 format, the right back 
basically might have the following options:

i. One touch and play ball to 7
ii. First time touch to 9
iii. Two-touch and pass to 10
iv. Play ball back to 5
v. Two-touch, play ball into space for 8 to move onto

Because of the shape of the team, these patterns occur regularly and need to be rehearsed. ! e instructor can build up 
the exercise so that the 2 right back combines with teammates (e.g., overlaps with 7 after playing ball to him (Diagram 
2), or plays wall pass with 9 (Diagram 3)).

2. Another predictable pattern occurs when a team is playing with a 3-5-2 system. Inevitably the fl ank players on the 
defending team have di   culty fi lling in the space besides the central defenders, and the left-sided 4 is pulled out to 
deal with a ball in a fl ank position. ! e instructor must anticipate this as a common problem with a three back system, 
and choreograph scenarios whereby players fi nd themselves dealing with this tactical situation.
A. In this scenario a ball has been played behind 11, the square left winger, and 4 the left central defender has to run 

toward his own corner fl ag to get to the ball. He is being heavily pressured by O7 and has virtually no support.

Diagram 1 Diagram 2 Diagram 3
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B. ! e back pass and sideways pass to 5 is cut out. ! e instructor 
choreographs the following options:
i. An early one-touch pass to goalkeeper.
ii. An early pass to 11 retreating down the line.
iii. A driven one-touch pass to 9.
iv. A long driven ball to 10. (Diagram 5)

Again, the instructor’s experience comes into play and knowledge regarding 
patterns which occur in soccer games. Other patterns which constantly need 
to be rehearsed are:

1. Central defenders playing balls on the ground to central midfi eld 
players.

2. Combinations between midfi elders and front players.
3. Defending midfi eld players in a 4-4-2, being outnumbered by midfi eld 

attackers in a 3-5-2.
4. Defending fl ank players in a 3-5-2 being outnumbered by two fl ank 

players in the 4-4-2.
5. Flank player in a wide position moving into a crossing positions with 

defenders retreating toward their own goal.
6. Left back, at the halfway line taking a throw in.
7. Goalkeeper throwing ball out to left back.

! e list, of course, is endless.

Key elements of “Coaching in the Game” training

1. Normally focused on a certain ‘group’ of players within the team (e.g., right 
back, right center back, right winger, center forwards).

2. Generally conducted within an even-sided game with large numbers (8v8 
through 11v11).

3. Coach must have a good ‘picture’ of what he/she wants in terms of tactical 
patterns.

4. Exercise generally commences and re-commences with correct repetition 
and correct starting positions. Coach consequently utilizes a ‘trigger’ man 
to re-start exercise. Trigger man could be the coach or another player (e.g., 
coach passes ball to center-back who passes to right back). At that moment, 
when the right back touches the ball, play is live. “Coaching in the Game” 
training can re-commence with any of the following:
i. ! row-in.
ii. Interception.
iii. Goalkeepers catch or throw.
iv. Coach’s pass.
v. “trigger man’s’ pass (e.g., center back to right back, central midfi eld to 

right winger).

Diagram 4

Diagram 5
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Functional Training
Functional training occurs in the specifi c area of the fi eld where players normally play.  It is an advanced form of training 
involving the following:

a. Player or small number of players who operate in close proximity to each other.
b. Opponents who, generally, also operate in that area of the fi eld.  Functional training is frequently done without 

opponents in the early stages.
c. Targets for both attacking and defensive players.  ! e target could be a goal, a line or it could be a coach or 

particular player.
d. Starting position.  Repetitions begin from a specifi c area.  ! is area is where the balls are grouped when the exercise 

stops.  It is restarted from the same area.
e. Restarting method and trigger player play is restarted by a specifi c player or a coach who is called the “trigger player.”  

! is person recommences the exercise by some of the following means:
- Pass to attacker.
- Pass to defender.
- Pass to space.
- ! row in.
- Shot at goal.

! e coach also gives instructions to players to increase or decrease the realism of 
the exercise.  Example: “we are live when X takes fi rst touch,” or “ we are live when 
I pass it,” etc.  Here, 2 forwards are practicing crossover movements.  ! ey are 
attacking a full goal with a goalkeeper.  ! e trigger player is the coach.

Players are added to complicate the environment and provide opposition.

! e session should end up with phase play.  ! e defenders counter by passing ball to 
coach.

C

C

C
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Phase Play
Phase play is the natural extension of functional training.  ! e 
term refers to practicing in two of the thirds of the fi eld (i.e back 
and middle, middle and front).

Numbers are added to further complicate the environment.  We 
can practice both attacking and defending in phase play but it 
is commonly acknowledged that it involves two blocks (lines) of 
players (e.g. backs and midfi elders, midfi elders and forwards).

In this exercise, a team, which plays a 3-3-1, is practicing 
defending against a team, which plays a 2-3-2.

! e attacking team has 3  midfi elders and 2 forwards vs. the 
defending 3 backs, 3 midfi elders and a goalkeeper.  ! e exercise 
is restarted by the coach who plays the ball in to various players.  
! e attackers are going to goal, the defenders counter to 2 smaller 
fl agged goals over the halfway line.

In this exercise it is vital that the players adopt realistic starting 
positions. It is also important that the “trigger player” passes the 
ball to a variety of players.

Phase play is frequently concluded with a game involving 2 goals 
with goalies.

C
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Shadow Play
Shadow Play is an advanced training methodology which features the entire team playing against little or no opposition 
from initiation of attack by goalkeeper to shot at goal.  It is useful on day before game, when tactical patterns need to be 
played in, or when hard physical work is not advisable.  It is benefi cial in implementing a team’s style of attack and allows a 
coach to make very clear pictures for team members.

Organization and examples.

1.  Play on full fi eld, coach begins exercise by standing outside of box with ball.  All players stand in relative defending 
positions.  Coach shoots ball directly at keeper.  He/she catches and then players execute coach’s directions.
a.  If style is direct.

i.  Goalkeeper throws to right back.
ii. Right back plays ball directly forward to target man.
iii.  Target man knocks ball down to support player and bends away toward goal.
iv.  During fl ight of ball, the entire team is pushing forward to retain compactness.
v.  ! e support player dribbles, passes or shoots.
vi.  After shot at goal, ball goes back to coach who starts sequence again.
vii.  Every wave of attack must be progressed to shot at goal.

b.  If style is indirect.
i.  Goalkeeper throws to right back.
ii.  Right back prepares ball forward and plays a vertical ground pass to the right wing who is checking back down 

line to meet pass.
iii.  Right wing plays ball back to right midfi eld player who has moved into a supporting position.
iv.  Right midfi eld player plays long, diagonal pass to left back who has overlapped left wing and has dragged his 

opponent across fi eld and left space for left back to attack.
v.  Left back runs ball to fl ank position.
vi.  Left back serves ball to near post space.
vii.  Appropriate players have run to attacking spaces in the box.
viii.  Strike at the goal.
ix.  Repeat.

2. Patterns altered every few waves, di  erent options explored.

3. Every wave must culminate with a shot at goal.

Individual Shadow Play (CMF)
· Soccer ball starts with Coach
· 6 is CMF player
· Player sweeps across and receives ball coming across fi eld
· Player passes ball to right back position, RMF + CF
· CF could spin and cut back and hit targets 3, 11 + 10
· Next repetition follows with player hitting various targets C
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Group Shadow Play (CB, CMF, RB, RFL, 2 CF’s)
· System used 4-4-2
· Pattern overlapping FB
· Coach rolls ball to GK
· GK rolls to 5 who passes to 6, passes to 2
· 2 passes to 7
· 7 dribbles inside
· 2 overlaps 7
· 7 reverse passes to 2
· 2 crosses to 9 + 10 in penalty box

Options
· #7 dribbles inside
· 3 man combo
-  7-9-2
-  7-10-2
-  7-6-2

Circulating Shadow Play
· Opposing fi eld players repeat patterns or di  erent patterns on 

their side of the fi eld

Team Shadow Play (1 Direction 11v0)
· It all goes up the right
· LMF (11) comes to a central position to:
-  Be available to get into penalty box for cross
-  Open available space for overlapping 3
· Number 10-11-8 are expected to be in penalty box for cross

Team Shadow Play
2 Directions with 11v11
22 unopposed players
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Crossing and Heading
Crosses result from fl ank play. Flank play is a necessity in the modern game due to the massing of defenses in central areas. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITY OF A CROSS IS THAT IT ELIMINATES THE GOALKEEPER.

! e Academy deals with two kinds of crosses:

I. The Early Cross

! is cross is executed from approximately the top of the penalty box 18-25 yards out from goal. It is most e  ective when 
hooked in behind a retreating defense. It is especially e  ective against fl at defenses. ! e cross is bent away from the 
goalkeeper, generally about waist height, and arrives in the “Second six yard box.”

! e technique used is as follows:
a. Hips face forward.
b. Ball is “hooked” by striking around the outside with the big toe pointing up.
c. To keep the ball low the player’s chest is slightly over the ball.

II. The Goal Line Cross

! is cross is di  erent than the early cross in both the tactical and technical cues. As the name suggests this cross occurs 
when the fl ank player can actually get to the goal line and pull the ball back into the fi eld. ! e emphasis, again, is on 
eliminating the goalkeeper but the areas the player is trying to hit the ball to are slightly di  erent.

! e fl ank player is looking to hit 3 main areas:
- ! e space at the top of the goalies box in line with the near post.
- ! e space beyond the back post at the back corner of the goalies box.
- ! e space at the top of the penalty box where the penalty box and “D” 

intersect.

! e technique involved is quite di  erent than that of the early cross. A key 
element in the success of this cross is to make sure the hips are turned in 
toward the fi eld and some special technical movements must be achieved to 
make this happen.

a. ! e player’s last preparation touch is “in” on a diagonal so the player can 
start turning the hips infi eld.

b. ! e player’s step before the planting step is outside and away from the ball.
c. ! is enables the player’s planting foot to face into the fi eld of play and hips swivel around.
d. ! e player can elect to drive the ball to the near post space like a shot.
e. ! e player can fl ight the ball to the far post-leaning back and striking through the bottom half of the ball with 

enough power to eliminate the goalie.
f. ! e player can pull the ball back to the top of the box with a fi rm inside of the foot pass.

Suggested Practice Sequence 1

To one goal: (see Diagram 1)
- 9 central “runners” in 3 lines of 3
- 2 or 3 left-footed players on left fl ank
- 2 or 3 right-footed players on right fl ank
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- Second six-yard box marked out with cones
Flank players roll ball to coach who slowly rolls back to player. Flank follows 
ball and hooks into second six. 3 central players make prescribed runs into 
near, far and mid goal areas. ! ey then return to original position. Alternate 
sides.

To two goals: (see Diagram 2)
- 8 versus 8 (seven plus keeper)
- Field is 78 yards long and 75 wide
- Two fl ank corridors with two opposing fl ank players
- Center line divides fi eld in half. 2 defenders and 3 attackers in each half. 

Nobody in central area allowed over half line. Flags at the half line. Pinnie 
or small cone on ground 30 yards out from each goal.

Defenders in fl ank corridor given various instructions to increase pressure 
on attacking fl ank player, e.g., idle, push up when opponent wins it, then 
defend, etc.
Central defenders are instructed to push up to the pinnie when their team 
has ball. Cannot retreat until opposing fl ank attacker goes past halfway fl ag.

To two goals:
- 9 v 9.  3 v. 3 in each half plus fl ank players on both fl anks in restricted 

corridor. Backs still must push up to cone and cannot retreat until 
opposing fl ank goes past fl ag.  No central players allowed over half line.

Final game – no restrictions

Suggested Practice Sequence 2

Field is 78 yards long by 75 wide. Use midfi eld line as top of one penalty box. 
Left and right corridors are 15 yards wide.

- 3v3 in defending and attacking halves.
- 1v1 in fl ank corridors
- Balls in goals.
! e following progression of conditions is suggested:

 i. Everybody stays in their zones.
 ii. Goals can only be scored from a cross.
iii. To allow backs to play ball out of the back half, forwards cannot 

defend.
iv. No defending in fl anks, then defensive fl ank does push up when 

opponent touches ball, then defensive fl ank defends but one attacker 
allowed in zone for 2v1.

 v. Allow movement between zones (e.g. One midfi elder untracked into 
fi nal zone.)

vi. Remove zones.

C C

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3
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Attacking Spaces In The Penalty Box
! is topic is frequently associated with crossing.  It should be remembered that the reward to a forward for simply being 
1 inch ahead of the defender is enormous.  ! e spaces an attacker needs in the penalty box to score are, sometimes, 
miniscule.

! e same sequence of exercises can be used to teach attacking spaces in the penalty box.
! e three optimum spaces we look for players to attack when the ball comes in from fl ank positions are:

a. Near post space at the top of the goalkeepers box.  ! e attacking player should arrive in this space at the same time 
as the ball arrives.  ! e attacker frequently makes a run from the back part of the goal to get into this space and 
“redirects” the cross with a part of the body.

b. Far post space roughly at the back corner of the goalkeepers box.  Many goals are scored at this space.  It is vital that 
the coach must always stress the importance of having this space covered by one of the players.  ! e player must 
resist the urge to get into this space too early but must leave the space open and read the trajectory of the cross and 
the distribution of the players.

c. Space at the intersection of the penalty box and the D.  ! is space is frequently open as defensive players are drawn 
toward a ball which is at the goal line exposing the space at the top of the box.  Attacking players must not get into 
this space too early but, once again, leave it open.  Shots from this area are e  ective but, frequently, go over the cross 
bar as a ball rolling to a player is hard to keep down.  ! e players should be instructed to punch through the ball 
with a shortened follow through.  

! ese spaces should be left open by attacking players so that the ball and the attacking player arrive at the same time.  
If a player runs into the space too soon the defender will be able to recover and get ball side before the ball arrives.  
Attacking players should be able to use a number of alternative methods to create and exploit space in the penalty box.

Split Runs
Attacking players create space for themselves by split runs.  In a split run the attacker who is closest to the fl ank where 
the ball is bends away from that space toward the back of the goal.  ! e marking defender must decide whether to go 
with the attacker or stay in the dangerous central space.  ! e defender cannot do both.  ! is player will wait at the 
back post for a shot or header.
! e player who is farthest away from the fl ank where the ball is will make the run at the near post space from the back 
of the goal.  It is vital that the timing of this run is good so that the player arrives at speed at the time the ball arrives.  
It is generally conceded that this run should begin when the fl ank player’s head goes up to see the options available 
prior to striking the ball although this frequently is not possible to do.  If the ball happens to go past the near post this 
player should turn and “frame” the goal.  

Reading the Defender’s Head Movement
Sometimes a forward can sprint into a space past the defender when the defender’s head turns to look at the ball.

Deceptive Running
An attacking player may sometimes use a deception to get away from the marker.  ! e attacker can, initially, pull away 
from the space, draw the defender out from a central position and sprint back in before the defender can recover.  
Conversely, the attack can motion into a space, pull the defender in and then pull away to the back of the goal to 
create space from the defender.

Using a Pick
Although setting a pick purposely is not allowed in soccer, sometimes an attacking player can use the presence of, 
either an attacker or a defender to pick o   the marker to get freed up for space.  ! is happens, frequently, at a high 
level on restarts.
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Attacking Tactics �– Theory
I. Organization of Attack

! ere has been a shift, over the last twenty years, from the stopper – sweeper system, commonly a feature of man 
to man marking, to the double or three man center back system. ! is is a system normally associated with zonal 
defending. 
! e Academy understands that some American teams and clubs still use the stopper – sweeper system and recognize 
that by including it in this curriculum.

A. Tactical Functions – Backs
1. Goalkeeper

a. Intercept shot or cross and kick ball to team mates to begin counter attack.
b. Intercept shot or cross and throw ball to team mates to begin counter attack.
c. Be available for back passes from team mates.

2. Center backs
Sweeper (Man-to-man system)

a. Function as a free player at back of team. Intercepts passes, picks up loose attackers, covers for markers, 
commands defense, begins counter attacks.

b. Support player – plays behind building attacks. Looks to give depth behind ball and be available to receive back 
passes and then change point of attack.

c. Penetrating player
i. Without ball – when space is available for sweeper to move forward and create numbers in the midfi eld, he/

she will make runs into the midfi eld area.
ii. With ball – can dribble into midfi eld area if space is available or play wall passes past defenders into midfi eld 

and forward areas.
Stopper (Man-to-man system)

a. Usually not an involved attacking function. Stopper asked to stay close to the central striker he is marking.
b. Win ball and play it away quickly.
c. Act as wall for sweeper when the sweeper is in possession of the ball and the situation is right for him/her to 

attack.
d. Stopper usually is a tall player and good header of ball that is used as a target on attacking restarts.

Central backs. (Zonal system)
a. Intercept passes and look to play ball forward into space behind the opposing defenders for a counter attack or 

into the feet of the forwards.
b. Intercept passes and play ball into central midfi elders. 
c. Intercept passes and play ball to wide players. Ball could be passed to feet or to space depending upon the 

disposition of the opponents.
d. Receive ball from teammates in fl ank areas and change point of attack.
e. Be available for back passes from midfi elders or other players.
f. Carry ball forward into midfi eld in certain situations.
g. In some cases make themselves available for passes from the goalkeeper when goalkeeper under pressure.

3. Flank backs
a. Look to play ball forward immediately if a counter attack is possible.
b. Establish width to the attack in back.
c. Implement style of attack when ball is received.

i. Play ball forward early in direct style. Objective to hit advanced player with a long ball usually in the air by 
passing the midfi eld.

ii. Look for shorter balls in indirect style. Possession is a major objective. Back will look to fi nd organizing 
midfi eld player or play himself forward with wall passes o   midfi eld player on his/her fl ank.
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iii. Overlap into advanced areas as space permits.
- Available when wing on same side drags his/her marker infi eld.
- Available when space is on fl anks because team does not play with wing on his/her fl ank.
- Back will go when space is free and teammate prepared to serve ball.
- Act as wing – dribble and serve or shoot.

iv. Maintain compactness by pushing up from behind as attack moves forward.

B. Tactical Functions – Midfi eld Players
1. Central Midfi eld Players

a. Can have role as organizing midfi elder or attacking midfi elder.
2. Organizing Midfi eld Players

a. Responsible to be available to receive balls from back players in possession.
b. Dictate rhythm of attack.

i. Open game up with long balls into advanced spaces.
ii. Keep possession play balls, follow the pass and get it back.

c. May penetrate with the ball.
3. Attacking Midfi eld Players

a. Will be in advanced areas.
i. In close support of forwards.
ii. May make runs in advance of forwards to receive passes to shoot at goal or serve ball.

b. Constantly looks to run ball at defense.
i. To commit defenders.
ii. Dribble past defenders and shoot at goal.
iii. Play wall passes with forwards and go through to shoot.

c. Be available to receive balls from goalkeeper and backs to start counter-attacks.
d. Shoot from deep positions.

4. Flank Midfi eld Players
a. Able to go up and down entire fl ank.
b. When playing with wing on same fl ank he/she should support wing behind or square and look to play with the 

wing to defeat the outside back.
i. ! rough balls played behind outside back.
ii. Play 1-2 movements to defeat the outside back.
iii. Play ball for wing to turn & attack with the ball.
iv. Plays to wing and overlaps him/her allowing wing the option to dribble inside or on play reverse pass.

c. Supports central midfi eld player and forwards.
i. To keep possession.
ii. To play them forward.

d. To reestablish width to attack when wing comes infi eld.
e. Act as wing when team is playing without one on his/her fl ank.

i. Dribble and beat defenders.
ii. Serve to attacking spaces in penalty box.
iii. Dribble at goal and shoot.
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C. Tactical Function – Forwards
1. Center Striker

a. Two basic ways to play in the middle.
i. Compact central covering system.

- Center striker will attempt to constantly push up against the sweeper.
- He/she attempts to stretch the opponents in as far as possible to allow room for play in on-side space.
- If stopper stays with center striker, there is room to play between center of defense and midfi eld player.
- If stopper pushes up, striker is 1v1 with sweeper and/or can act as wall pass for players going through.

ii. Pull apart central covering systems.
- Center striker with strong, aggressive running capabilities makes diagonal run into spaces behind a wing who 

drops back. Stopper will follow and pull apart central covering systems.
- Withdraw to meet oncoming midfi eld players. Stopper will close mark and team reads the sweeper.

a. Sweeper plays deep – use space between stopper and sweeper.
b. Sweeper follows in close support of stopper – defense will fl atten out & be susceptible to through ball (use 

of o  -side space).
b. Show for wingers in possession or bend away.

i. Center striker will bend away from wing who is good at beating defenders in 1v1 duels. Bending to opposite 
side of fi eld drags stopper away to make more space for wing to dribble.

ii. Center striker will show to for a 1-2 pass to help wing go past opposing outside back.
c. Dribble past opponents.
d. Score by many and varied means (e.g. shooting: long distance power shooting, composed slotting past goalkeeper, 

shooting with swerve, full volley, half-volley, on turn, toe poke, etc.)
2. Wing (common in 1-4-3-3)

a. Orthodox wing
i. Plays in wide, advanced position, o   fl ank fullbacks’ outside shoulder.
ii. Receive ball and attack fl ank of defense.

- Dribble at outside back early before cover arrives.
- Dribble outside and serve into box.
- Dribble inside and go to the goal, combine or slip pass between defenders.

iii. Play with center striker to wall pass or dribble.
3. Withdrawn Wing (common in 1-4-4-2)

a. Plays on fl ank in deeper positions than advanced or othodox wing.
b. Withdraws deep fl ank to pick up balls from backs.
c. Becomes part of midfi eld build-up.
d. Plays more with center midfi eld player and center striker.
e. Will move in wide, advanced positions and act as Orthodox Wing.

D. Style of Attack
1. Direct Style

a. Direct style of attacking dictates that when ball is won it is played forward at the earliest possible moment.
i. Target player is usually a tall, strong player who stays as advanced as defenders will allow.
ii. Target player will try to hold ball by winning and screening from defenders while teammates move to take up 

supporting positions.
iii. Target player may have one teammate to play to as ball arrives. ! ey will try to combine and go to goal.

b. Rhythm is very fast.
c. High risk of loss of possession because distance of pass and time of fl ight. Loss of possession not a major 
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consideration as almost whole team is behind ball if target man loses possession.
d. Direct style wants to put as many defenders “out of game” (play ball past and behind defenders) as possible with 

one pass. ! e more defenders out of the game, the more attacking space to play into.
e. Factors a  ecting decision to play direct style.

i. Environmental Factors.
- Climate – can use in cool climate.
- Use in rainy climate when mud or water accumulates.

ii. Field Factors.
- Size of fi eld – narrow, long fi eld.
- Condition of playing surface – direct style indicated for bumpy or muddy fi eld.

iii. Player Factors.
- Younger players strong enough to implement direct style.
- Limited technical ability di  cult to play out of back or maintain possession in middle third.
- Against superior opponent or opponent playing high pressure.

3. Indirect Style
a. Indirect style of play indicates that when ball is won, if the counterattack is not possible, then, we want to keep 

possession.
i. Indirect style looks to put defenders out of the game, a small number at a time.
ii. Indirect style attempts to take advantage of typical number situation (i.e. numbers up in back).

- Because of the numbers up situation in back, the indirect style wants to put a back player forward to create 
favorable numbers situation.

- Indirect style allows team to build number situations on fl ank to get around and behind massed defenses.
iii. Shorter passes involved in indirect style enables more accurate passing so ball is not given away and possession 

is insured.
b. Factors a  ecting decision to play indirect style.

i. Many factors antipodal to rationales for direct style of play.
ii. In general, decision to play indirect style of play must have:

- Acceptable playing conditions, climate, size and condition of playing surface must be suitable for indirect play.
- Technical and tactical abilities of players must be of a high level.

E. Attacking Relative to ! ird of Field
1. Back ! ird

a. Objective to get ball forward into middle or fi nal third with possession maintained.
i. Use of goalkeeper as attacking player.
ii. Area of no risk.

- No passes played that have any chance of interception.
- Passes should go forward vertically or backward. Only square under safest of situations.
- Shorter balls played to feet – balls into space risk interception unless to vertical runs on fl anks.

b. When ball is transferred to middle or fi nal third.
i. Maintain correct number situation in back.
ii. Usually one more than opponents leave up.
iii. Maintain compactness from behind by pushing up as ball is transferred forward.

- To be in good supporting positions behind ball.
- To be able to pressure and organize quickly if possession is lost.

2. Middle ! ird
a. Objective to get ball forward into fi nal third with possession maintained.

i. Middle third preparation area for thrust into fi nal third.
- Keep possession.
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- How to penetrate into fi nal third: dribbling by wing, combinations with wing, overlap-ball side, overlap-
opposite side, use of central striker-refer to tactical functions, improvisation.

b. When ball is transferred to fi nal third.
i. Whole team maintains compactness behind ball.
ii. Must insure that depth maintained by one midfi elder.

- Depth to receive ball back and change point of attack.
- Depth to deal with change of possession and delay of opponents attack to allow teammates time to work back 

between ball and own goal.
3. Final ! ird

a. Objective to create scoring chance on goal and fi nish it.
i. Players will take risks to create a scoring chance.

- Dribbling in confi ned spaces against defenders in numbers up situations.
- Risky passes over and around legs of defenders to teammates , short rushes into small gaps for teammates to 

shoot.
- Flick passes in air to teammate and run to get return.
- Shoot from any reasonable position with any reasonable chance by technical possibility toe poke, instep, volley, 

head, etc.
b. Most scoring chances will come o   balls served in from fl anks.

i. Massed defenses in center leave space on fl anks.
ii. Most chances to shoot will be from balls that are coming from fl ank to middle and dropping toward ground.
iii. Coach must encourage and train aggressive mentality towards taking risks and shooting in fi nal third.
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Attacking Tactics I �– The Back Third
Direct Attacks

I. Opportunities
! e attacking team “creates” its opportunities by positioning and moving in a way that keeps at least two options open 
at all times, for example, direct attacks into o  side space and indirect attack through onside space. ! e defending 
team may or may not react to the attacking team’s positioning and movement. ! e attacking team then “reads” which 
option the defending team has chosen to deny. ! e attacking team then recognizes the other option as its opportunity 
(until the situation changes). ! e fi rst visual cue to recognize, therefore, on the team level is the defending team’s 
shape. ! e fi rst opportunity that all good attackers must recognize is the opportunity to play an attacker, either 
themselves or a teammate, in behind the entire defense, where the only thing standing in the way of a scoring chance 
is a foot race through empty space.
A. Shallow. A shallow defense o  ers an opportunity to play the ball directly into the space behind the defense. Other 

features indicating an opportunity to play directly behind the defense:
1. Ball close to the back of the defense.
2. An advancing defense.
3. A slow defense. Physically slow or tactically slow.

B. Deep. A deep defense o  ers an opportunity to build the attack through the space in front of the defense. Other 
factors signaling an opportunity to build the attack indirectly through onside space:
1. A retreating defense.
2. Highly skilled attackers.

II. Risks
Recognizing the risks presented by the defending team’s depth.
A. Shallow - A shallow defense increases the risk of losing possession in the midfi eld.

1. Minimizing the risk. Can be done individually, by small group actions, or by large group actions.
a. Individually: highly skillful midfi elders, moving the ball with the fi rst touch, ability to dribble away from double 

team, etc.
b. Small group: “fast play” through midfi eld, combinations, early support, quick (often fi rst touch) passing leading 

to a player with enough space to penetrate.
c. Large group: big change in the point of attack, frequent changes in the point of attack (but this can also increase 

the risk that the attack will stall).
2. Avoiding the risk: by-passing midfi eld. Play directly into o  side space behind the defense for forwards (including 

other players who have run forward) who are running into that space. Play directly to forwards who then relay the 
ball behind the defense.

B. Deep - A deep defense increases the risk of losing possession after long penetrating passes.
1. Minimizing the risk: very fast forward targets, perfect accuracy and weight of a long pass, forcing the opponent to 

be running too fast to intercept the ball, forcing opponent to concede re-starts, regaining possession in the front 
third.

2. Avoiding the risk: playing through midfi eld. Use the onside space that the defense is conceding. See Part II of 
Tactics 4A.

C. First attacker unable to play the ball behind the defense - Either the fi rst attacker is technically unable to keep 
this option open or the fi rst attacker is under pressure. In either case, once supporting defenders sense that the fi rst 
attacker only has one option, to play the ball short, they are free to deny space at the point of attack.
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III. Defense too Shallow
Individual, group and team responses to a shallow defense.
A. First Attacker: Recognition - ! e fi rst attacker will always be alert to opportunities to play the ball behind defenders 

no matter where the fi rst attacker is on the fi eld.
1. Counter-attack. ! is is the most common situation creating an opportunity to play directly behind the defense. 

At the instant the ball turns over the opposing team is organized to attack, not defend. ! is often means that 
opposing backs are at, or beyond, the halfway line, facing away from their goal.

2. First attacker’s position. Goalkeeper, back, midfi elder and forward infl uence the assessment of the opportunity 
and the risks. A fl at, shallow defense looks di  erent from the goalkeeper’s position than from a forward’s position 
near the halfway line.

3. Selecting the means of penetration. It is critical that the fi rst attacker recognize the risks and opportunities in the 
circumstances when choosing a means of pentrating.
a. Running with the ball. Reducing control di  culties but increasing the risk that defenders will recover good 

defending positions.
b. Dribbling.
c. Pass. ! e most frequently used means to exploit a shallow defense in back third circumstances. Is a teammate 

prepared to receive the ball behind the defense? Recognizing the risk posed by the opposing goalkeeper.
B. Second Attacker: Angle and Distance of Support - Positioning to keep short/long options open. ! e second attacker 

reads the situation the same regardless of the possession of the ball.
1. Pressure on the ball: First attacker’s need for close support. Is the ball safe? Can the fi rst attacker play the ball 

behind the defense? Hips facing forward when possible.
2. Distance from the o  side line.
3. ! e depth of the defense.

C. ! ird Attackers: Positioning to Keep Long Options Available
1. Center forwards. Beginning with posture: hips facing forward, looking for a ball to space, not looking forballs to 

feet, taking the advantage created by defenders who are facing away from o  side space.
a. Angle of runs. One forward attacking strong side space behind the defense. Other forward attacking weak side 

space.
b. Timing of runs. Depends on how far away the fi rst attacker is. If fi rst attacker is far away, then forwards can 

initiate the runs, criss-crossing: so as not to arrive in o  side space too early. If fi rst attacker is close, initiating run 
as the fi rst attacker goes into approach step. If fi rst attacker is very close, angle of run fl attens, or forward waits 
at edge of o  side spoace, hips facing forward, the pass initiates the move.

2. Flank players. Flank players are in good positions to run onto balls played deep into o  side space because the 
defending goalkeeper is less likely to cover those spaces.

3. Midfi elders. At least one, but not all, midfi elders prepared to support the initial penetration. At least one 
maintaining depth in the midfi eld line.

4. Back players. Moving forward to stay in contact with the midfi eld; to move into forward positions if needed; 
available if needed to play ball behind opposing defense.

5. Goalkeeper. Moving forward to control space behind the back players. Available as a supporting attacker to play 
the ball behind opposing defense if necessary.

D. Technical Implications - Keeping direct, or long, options available at all times implies a mastery of specifi c 
techniques in addition to the tactical awareness to recognize when it’s on.
1. Ability to play long forward passes (30+ yards) with proper accuracy and weight. Ability to a  ect the trajectory of 

these passes, swerved, in the air, driven, etc.
2. Ability to play these passes with one touch. 
3. Ability to bring long passes under control at pace, sometimes from awkward angles. 
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4. Ability to run forward with the ball through space. 
5. Ability to dribble past isolated defenders at the back of the defense. 
6. Ability to play fast, early, crosses. 
7. Goalkeeper’s ability to play balls accurately and quickly beyond the halfway line: punting, half volleying, 

throwing.

Indirect Attacks

Review
Part of the tactical training is showing players how to position and move to keep at least two options available. ! e 
defense’s response, or lack of response, to that positioning and motion is what attackers “read” when they read the 
game. If the options are diverse enough the defense will be forced to concede one of the options if it tries to deny the 
other. ! e task for the coach is to train the team to keep its options open through sensible positioning and mobility, to 
recognize opportunities inherent in the defense’s positioning and motion, to recognize risks, and to manage those risks 
in ways that do not inhibit the team’s ability to seize its opportunities.
! e chart below reviews the highlights of each of the three phases of an attack that has to be built through on-side 
space.

PHASE OPPORTUNITIES WAYS TO KEEP OPTIONS RISKS WAYS TO MANAGE RISK

BACK THIRD To safely gain territory.
To transfer possession as far 
out of the back third as early 
as possible.

First attacker technically able 
to play ball long out of back 
third.
Team shape long; wide in the 
middle third.
! ird attackers very mobile 
within the team shape; very 
mobile to attack space behind 
the defense.

Conceding a goal through loss 
of possession.

Dominate possession through 
very cautious decisions with 
the ball: keeping it at least 5 
yards away from defenders.
Very cautious support: deep, 
distant and early.
Willingness to trade territory 
and the point of attack to keep 
the ball safe.

MIDDLE THIRD To gain territory.
To create a scoring chance.

First attacker able to turn 
and attack that point of 
the defense; less willing to 
abandon the point of attack.
Supporting positions 
shallower: less willing to trade 
territory for safety.
! ird attackers keep at least 
two options open by stretching 
opponent wide and forward.

Conceding a goal through loss 
of possession . (Diminishing)
! reat that the attack will 
not progress toward goal. 
(Increasing)

Keeping the ball safe by 
keeping it moving, but not 
necessarily by keeping it away 
from defenders. 
Change point of attack only if 
defense too compact at point 
of attack.
Play behind the defense 
whenever possible, or if 
opposing back players are 
encroaching into midfi eld.
Play back to supporting back 
players if opposing forwards 
are encroaching, or to 
unbalance the midfi eld.

FRONT THIRD To score.
To create a scoring chance.

First attacker able to be very 
aggressive with the ball.
Supporting attackers 
aggressive, risky positioning.
! ird attackers keep both fl ank 
and central options available.

! reat that the attack will not 
progress to goal.

“Accelerating” the attack.
First attacker willing to risk 
the ball.
Resisting temptation to take 
safe options.
Riskier supporting positions: 
fl at or forward.
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Indirect Attacks, Back Third

I. Opportunities
By denying o  side space the defense is conceding onside space. ! is presents the opportunity to approach the o  side 
line by building the attack through onside space.

II. Risks
By denying o  side space the defense puts any attempt to penetrate directly behind it at risk. ! e further risk is to an 
attack that starts to build through onside space and is caught unprepared by a defense that suddenly pushes forward to 
become compact at the point of attack.

III. First Attacker: Recognition
A shallow defense can be read as if it were only two lines deep. A deep defense looks like at least three layers of fi eld 
players with a goalkeeper behind. ! e process of building the attack through a deep defense involves piercing through 
each of these layers, sometimes one layer at a time. Attacking players will seek their opportunities by reading three 
things:

1) the spaces between defenders inside each layer
2) the space beside the layer
3) the spaces between the layers.

A. Defense: how deep is “too deep?” - ! e fi rst thing to read is whether the defense has, by choice or by necessity, 
been stretched end to end far enough so, if the attack acts quickly enough, at lest the fi rst line of defenders can be 
penetrated in isolation.

B. Opposing forwards not compact - Opportunity to penetrate between them: running with the ball or passing. 
C. Opposing forwards compact but not balanced - Opportunity to change point of attack and pentrate into middle 

third.
D. Opposing forwards trapping the fi rst attacker - First attacker must recognize this early. Usually not allowing 

opposing defenders to get within 5 yards of the ball before deciding to change the point of attack.
E. Opposing midfi elders encroaching - Midfi elders may try to take away the safety of the attacking team’s numerical 

superiority by committing a midfi elder to defend against the group of backs. By doing this they are forced to conced 
either:
1. A free, “unmarked” midfi elder; at least fewer defending midfi elders to deal with the attacking midfi elders,  or
2. No cover at the back.

IV. Second Attacker: Positioning to Keep Ball Safe
Helping to keep short options available while minimizing risks. Transferring ball into midfi eld, to forwards. ! e 
second attacker’s supporting position will depend on the risks which need to be minimized. Supporting attackers 
manage risks by keeping possession of the ball at all costs. Supporting positions are therefore deep, distant and early. 
! e attacking group is willing to trade both the point of attack and territory for safety.

V. ! ird Attackers: Positioning to Keep Defense Long and O  er Targets
A. Forwards: lengthening the defense - At least one forward prepared to run behind the defense to receive a long pass. 

! is option must be preserved at all times of the defense will be free to push forward and close down the midfi eld. 
Prepared to come back into midfi eld to swerve as a wall when midfi elders start to get closed down. Prepared to come 
back into midfi eld as a target for a pass from back players or goalkeeper. Both these runs can be straight toward ball 
if necessary; but best if angled to give the forward better vision of defenders and easier control.

B. Midfi elders - Depth becomes very important in the midfi eld line when it is ahead of the ball. If the ball is behind 
the midfi elds then at least on midfi elder positions deep as a target for a pass to feet. Best if the deep target midfi elder 
is “sideways on,” moving across the fi eld rather than running straight back toward the ball. Midfi elders and backs 
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provide the width as the ball enters the middle third. As the ball enters the middle third the midfi eld plays fl atter 
to maintain progress through middle third and not concede too much territory. During that phase of the attack, 
whatever depth is needed for safety can be provided by back players.

C. Backs - Prepared to move into midfi eld. Weak side fullback not staying too wide; moving wide as the point of 
attack moves in that direction.

D. Goalkeeper - Supporting the attack in the back third. Helping to deny space behind back players as attack moves 
out of back third.

VI. Technical Implications
A. Ability to play passes over 20 yards at a fast pace.
B. Ability to turn quickly when not under pressure.
C. Ability to run with the ball.

Suggested Session Organization 

! e objectives of the session are to give attackers su   cient opportunities to recognize deep defenses, shallow defenses and 
to refi ne their judgment of the in-between cases. A simple and practical way to begin is with a team-level exercise. ! e 
fi rst part of this session will examine attacking against shallow defenses. ! e second part will examine attacks against deep 
defenses.

Part I. Shallow Defenses
! e fi rst activity is a team level exercise like 8v8. ! e fi eld has been reduced in size proportionate to the number of 
players. If one dimension were going to be exaggerated out of proportion at the start it should be length. ! e fi eld 
must straddle the halfway line because the o  side law will play an important part in the practice.
1. Recognizing Artifi cially Shallow Defense

Coach asks the player in charge of one team’s defense to play artifi cially shallow as soon as they lose the ball,and to 
hold the defense high for as long as possible. 
Coaching points:

a. Recognize it. Especially the instant the ball turns over! Keep the ball moving forward ahead of recovering 
defenders, especially during a counter-attack.

b. Exploit it. Forwards look for ball behind defenders. At least one midfi elder support the initial breakthrough. 
Backs and goalkeeper keep team compact.

2. Recognizing Depth
Coach asks player in charge of one team’s defense to play shallow when it makes sense. Coaching points:

a. Recognize it. Recognize the cues indicating that the defense is about to change its depth.
b. Position to threaten the back of the defense. Always keep the long option open. At least one forward pushed up, 

looking for it over the top.
c. Exploit it. Take what they give you. If they’re dropping deep, play in front of them. If they’ve pushed up, drop it 

behind them. Attack faster than they can defend.

Part II. Deep Defense, Back ! ird
In Part II we stay with a deep defense, or at least a defense that will allow itself to be stretched, thus lengthening the 
midfi eld enough to present an opportunity to build the attack through the midfi eld. We will follow a hypothetical 
attack that begins with possession being won in the back third. We will divide this hypothetical attack into three 
phases. In Tactics I we examined the phase in which the attacking team transfers possession out of the back third. For 
this part of the session we will use a phase of play organization.
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1. Stage One - Phase of Play: 4v2.
! ree backs and the goalkeeper play from back third to small goals in the middle third against two opposing 
forwards.
a. Starting and restarting. Server lofts a ball like a clearance behind the back four. ! ey must be fi rst to it and pass it 

through the gates. ! is must be done while avoiding unacceptable risks.
b. Recognition.

i. Opportunity to end the attack by playing safely through one of the goals.
ii. Pressure on the ball. Don’t allow it to happen. Keep ball away from opponents. If it does happen spin away and 

play to support.
iii. Compactness (or lack of it) of opposing forwards. If they’re separated, play between them.
iv. Balance (or lack of it) of opposing forwards. If they’re all over to one side play out the other side.

c. Support. Early, deep and as distant as pressure on the ball allows. Very important for supporting players to 
be thinking ahead, preparing to attack another part of the defense by their posture and by quickly and often 
surveying the entire fi eld.

d. Note. “Back third” refers to a situation in which this team wants to treat the ball with the greatest caution. ! is 
practice enables them to improve their ability to treat the ball with greatest caution without interfering too much 
with their ability to move the ball forward.

2. Stage Two: Phase of Play: 7v6
Gradually add numbers up to a point where the goalkeeper, the back three and a midfi eld of three play against two 
opposing forwards, three midfi elders and a fullback. ! e backs and goalkeeper read the same cues from the fi rst line 
of defenders. In addition they can read the depth of the opposing midfi eld, they must recognize passing targets that 
are moving.
a. Starting and re-starting. Go for frequency at the start: opposing goalkeeper serves the ball beyond the  back four. 

! en give the ball to the team attacking the full goal.
b. Recognition.
c. Support.
d. ! ird attackers. Looking at how the midfi elders link with back players. Look at the shape of the  midfi eld group. 

At least one midfi elder deep and central, available for a shorter option to feet. Others  threatening space forward 
and on the fl anks.

3. Stage ! ree. 8v8:
Attacking Team 3-3-1, Defending Team 2-3-2
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Technical/Tactical Overview
POSITION TECHNIQUES TACTICAL VALUES

FORWARDS Attacking – Ensuring three front third options: 1) the ability 
to turn an “isolated” defender; 2) the ability to play back to 
unmarked midfi elders if defending midfi elders try to prevent the 
turn; 3) the ability to attack an exposed fl ank if fl ank defenders 
try to deny space in the middle.

Attacking – Receiving balls under varying degrees of pressure 
and penetrating; either by shooting, dribbling or passing.  
Passing techniques including disguised passes, lifted passes and 
passes to set up a teammate’s shot.

MIDFIELDERS Attacking.  Middle third techniques: receiving balls under 
varying degrees of pressure; passing techniques, including 
disguised passes, reversing the direction of the attack, etc.  Front 
third techniques: long range shooting, early crossing techniques.

Attacking.  Ensuring two middle third options: 1) the ability to 
play through a midfi eld that is not compact enough; and 2) the 
ability to play around a midfi eld that is too compact.  Ensuring 
two front third options: 1) the ability to shoot from long range 
if defending midfi elders try to prevent forwards from turning; 2) 
the ability to cross from deep positions if defending midfi elders 
double team fl ank players.

FRONT THIRD Defending. Clearing techniques including heading, volleying, 
etc.; ball-winning techniques.
Attacking.  Long passing, swerved passes, in the air balls, driven 
balls; receiving long passes.

Defending.  Minimizing the risks of conceding a goal by keeping 
the ball away from the vital area; maximizing the opportunity to 
regain possession.
Attacking.  Ensuring two back third options: 1) the ability to 
play the ball behind a defense that is too shallow before it can 
adjust; 2) the ability to play the ball in front of a defense that is 
too deep before it can adjust.
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Attacking Tactics II �– The Middle Third
I. Opportunities

Good midfi elders can recognize an opportunity to do one of two things. First, they are experts at seeing an 
opportunity to create a scoring chance. If that’s not possible, they can fi nd an opportunity to get the ball into a 
position from which it will be possible to create a scoring chance. ! e simplest way to do that is to transfer possession 
into the fi nal third. Coaches will be alert to the ability of their players to seize opportunities to:

a. Create a scoring chance with or without the ball.
b. Gain territory: to get the ball forward.
c. Get the ball to a teammate who is in enough space to gain territory.
d. Make possession more secure.

II. Risks 
! e two main risks facing attacking players in the middle third directly confl ict with each other. Nowhere is the good 
judgement needed to master the situation harder for coaches to describe concretely. Good midfi elders need to develop 
their sense of which risk should be given more importance through experience and case-by-case guidance. ! e means 
of managing one risk can inhibit the team’s ability to avoid the other risk. An e  ective midfi eld group can recognize 
the following risks:

a. Risk of conceding a goal through a loss of possession. ! is risk diminishes as the ball gets farther from the team’s 
own goal.

b. Risk of the attack not progressing to a scoring chance. ! is risk increases the closer the ball gets to the other goal.

III. Defense Not Compact Enough: Maintain the Point of Attack
Gaps between the fi rst defender and supporting defenders are too large. ! e fi rst attacker may or may not be under 
pressure. ! e key is how much space exists around the fi rst attacker. If the space is large enough then the attacking 
midfi eld will be able to relieve the pressure on the ball either individually or by a small group action like a take-over, 
1-2, etc.

a. First Attacker: Penetrating. In a midfi eld that is not compact enough.
i. Receiving ball so the ball can be played forward.
ii. Playing through gaps to forwards.
iii. Running with ball through gaps.
iv. Turning and dribbling the ball through gaps.
v. Playing through gap to midfi elder.
vi. Combinations.

b. First Attacker: Relieving pressure on the ball. ! e fi rst thing a player receiving the ball will do is try to relieve 
any pressure on it. Two considerations infl uence how that will be done. Don’t concede the point of attack. Don’t 
concede too much territory.
i. If the pressuring defender is in the process of closing down on the player receiving the ball the most frequently 

used method is to move the ball with the fi rst touch with supporting players staying fl at or even moving 
forward. More often than not this is the case in midfi eld.

ii. If the pressuring defender is already in a good pressuring position then at least one supporting player positions 
to relieve the pressure and the fi rst attacker chooses.

IV. Defense Compact Enough
! e gaps between the fi rst defender and supporting defenders are small, but the defense is not attempting to double 
team the ball. Implications for the skill of certain midfi elders. Implications for players on the fl anks to unbalance the 
midfi eld. Opportunities to penetrate:

a. Maintaining Point of Attack: playing quickly.
b. Changing the point of attack.
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c. Reversing the attack.
d. Bypassing the midfi eld.

V. Midfi eld Defense Too ! in
! e gap between forward and back defenders is too small. Opposing forwards or backs can encroach into the midfi eld.

a. Opposing backs encroaching: play long.
b. Opposing forwards encroaching: backs exchange roles with midfi elders.

VI. Technical Implications
Ability to:

a. Turn quickly under no immediate pressure.
b. Play fi rst touch passes.
c. Dribble out of pressure: spin turns.
d. Dribble out of approaching pressure: move the ball rapidly with the fi rst touch.
e. Play long passes from tight spaces.
f. Run with the ball.
g. Dribble isolated defenders.

Suggested Session Organization

! e organization of this session should give the attacking team’s midfi elders a realistic chance to judge the compactness 
and balance of the opposing midfi eld, give the coach a chance to observe, and give the coach the opportunity to intervene 
when necessary.

1. Phase of Play: Middle ! ird
In a simple 4v4 group context the attacking midfi elders have an opportunity to read the defending midfi eld’s 
compactness and balance.
Coaching points:

a. Shape of midfi eld. Adding enough depth and width so there will be space to receive balls from the servers.
i. At least one midfi elder deep.
ii. Lateral runs from deep positions preferred over runs straight back toward ball from high positions. 

b. First Attacker: Recognition. If defense not compact, turn and run with ball through a gap. If defense is compact, 
play around them.
i. Know what you’re going to do before receiving the ball. (Coach observes players’ posture away from the ball)
ii. Move the ball with the fi rst touch. Keep it moving if fi rst defender is close.
iii. Be aggressive with the ball.
iv. Play square and run diagonally.

c. Second Attacker. Supporting position.
i. Does fi rst attacker need support? If yes, look to support as close to square as possible – don’t concede too much 

territory. If no, clear out and get forward.
ii. Is possession of the ball in trouble? If yes, then supporting position should be deeper
iii. Look to combine, but don’t allow ball to get trapped on one touchline.

d. ! ird Attacker. Shape of the midfi eld. Keeping maximum options available.
i. Depth in the midfi eld.
ii. Flank play. Looking for cues that point of attack needs to be changed: lack of pressure on the ball, strong side 

too crowded, eye contact. Pulling wide and deeper or attacking space behind the weak side.
iii. Chance to penetrate. Look for chance to get forward.
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2. Phase of Play: Two ! irds
Four midfi elders, two back players and the goalkeeper defend fi ve attackers over two thirds of the fi eld. In this 
context attacking midfi elders have more realistic targets to play to.  ! ey can also begin to judge the “thinness” of the 
defending midfi eld: are opposing back players pushing up and encroaching into the midfi eld defense? ! ey can take 
up more realistic positions, getting forward or running behind the defense.
Coaching points:

a. Shape of the midfi eld.
b. First Attacker Recognition. All of the above with the addition of looking to get the ball to forwards (including 

midfi elders who have run forward) who can score. Reading the depth of the midfi eld defense.
c. ! ird Attackers. When to get all the way forward. Looking for opportunities to get into scoring positions.

i. Flank play.
ii. Depth in midfi eld.
iii. Playmaking central midfi elder.

d. Numbers. ! e defense has more players. ! e defense will only be at risk if attackers play with enough aggression 
and risk.

3. 8v8
! e coach allows midfi elders the opportunity to read both edges of the “thinness” of the midfi eld by adding the 
opposing forwards. If opposing forwards are encroaching into midfi eld then a supporting back player can run forward 
to receive a pass. Midfi elders can practice getting into good attacking positions from realistic defending positions.

a. Starting and re-starting the exercise. One way to add focus and repetitions would be to re-start the exercise 
artifi cially with a throw-in in the middle third.

b. ! e coach can get more repetitions by artifi cially creating turnover situations where the ball quickly changes 
hands. One way of doing this is with the way goals are scored in the game. e.g. “! e red team scores a goal when 
they can hit the ball in the air to the blue GK.”
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Attacking Tactics III �– The Front Third
Teams that dominate the front third in attack and the back third in defense have the best chance of winning. ! e question 
leading us to the heart of this and other sections of tactics is: what do the best players recognize and how do they recognize 
it? We can split this question into two parts. First, what opportunities do they see? For example, the outstanding attacking 
midfi elder who takes the ball to the left and suddenly fl icks it into space to the right just as the center forward is spinning 
into that space: both the midfi elder and the forward saw a critical opportunity in that situation. ! e coach’s task is to be 
clear about what specifi c things they saw that gave them the sense “opportunity to fi nish this attack right now with this 
little move.” Another example, the outstanding central defender who starts moving into the path of a pass before the 
ball has been struck and intercepts it cleanly: What specifi cally did that player see that gave the sense “opportunity to 
intercept?” Players who are good at sensing/recognizing these opportunities are a key factor in a team’s ability to dominate 
these areas of the fi eld.

Another key factor in a team’s ability to dominate is the ability of players to see risks and avoid them before they become 
trouble. For example. ! e forward who sees an opposing back player making a run to the far post should have a sense of 
when that back player’s run is a risk that must be dealt with immediately and when it can sensibly by handled by other 
defenders. Having players who have developed that sense can be the di  erence between an average yet vulnerable defense 
and a team that can dominate its back third without sacrifi cing its ability to get out of its own half. Furthermore, the 
forward who sees an easy and obvious square pass to a midfi elder should have the sense of when that pass increases the risk 
that the fi nal attack will deteriorate into a possession game and when it will lead directly to a scoring chance. Players who 
can see this sort of risk and avoid it are often the di  erence between a team that dominates the front third in attack (i.e. 
consistently threatens the opponent’s goal), and a team that just keeps the ball away from its opponent.

Tactical training requires the coach to be clear about what specifi c things signal an opportunity as well as what specifi c 
things warn of trouble. Telling players at half time to “shoot more often” is a poor substitute for realistic practices during 
which the coach trains players to recognize, and to practice taking shooting opportunities they hadn’t been able to see 
before. ! e tactical sections in this manual will begin with an outline of the main opportunities and the main risks present 
in each phase of play.

From the attacking point of view we want to be able to gain a physical position from which we can score. ! at means 
the attackers must win a battle for the use of vital space near goal. ! ese battles are won in the usual way: by forcing 
the defending team to deny more vital space in less time than they are physically capable of doing, thus forcing them to 
choose, and thereby concede the space and time needed to score. ! e technical implications in this part of the fi eld are 
enormous. ! e demands for performance that can deliver the ball into the net from smaller spaces, with greater accuracy, 
at higher velocities, from longer ranges, in less time, with more disguise are never-ending.

Methods.

We will begin with another phase of play organization which allows our forwards to read and understand the risks and 
opportunities presented by back defenders who have retreated to the edge of the cital area. Our progression will be to stress 
clarity at the start by reducing numbers and then gradually add realism by adding numbers while enlarging the area.

I. Opportunities
Coaching in this part of the fi eld has historically focused on helping players to recognize the Mother of All 
Opportunities: a scoring chance.

a. To Score. ! e most important opportunity to recognize. Scoring opportunities are di   cult to recognize. ! e most 
disguised are described as “half chances.”

b. To Setup a Teammate to Score. Important to recognize when this is a genuine opportunity and not a threat to the 
development of a goal.

c. To Penetrate. Further penetration can be a needless continuation of an attack that has done its job. ! e 
opportunity is rarely one the best attackers will choose.
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d. An Unexpected Advantage: Framing the Goal. Play in this part of the fi eld can be hectic, forced and 
unpredictable. Shots ricochet o   defenders, attackers, the referee and goal posts. Attackers position in areas where 
the unexpected can be turned into a goal by “framing the goal.”

II. Risks
! e risks so totally favor the attacking team in its front third that the means of avoiding them practically coincide with 
the means of seizing the opportunities. ! ere is a need to be dangerous with the ball in the front third.

a. Not Developing a Scoring Chance. ! is is the main risk to avoid: that the attack will stall; that it won’t develop a 
scoring chance; that it will hang on to possession.

b. Retreating Unnecessarily to Midfi eld. Regrouping in the middle third may be an appropriate way of regaining the 
initiative. It also increases risks while diminishing opportunities.

III. First Attacker: Aggression
Aggression with the ball leads to scoring success in the Final ! ird and Vital Area. ! e fi rst attacker is looking to score 
or to maintain initiative by “accelerating” the attack: pick up the pace of action so the defense is constantly adjusting 
and never able to take back the initiative. ! is involves seeking any gap or opening between defenders, between 
defenders’ legs, through which the ball can be shot, passed or dribbled.

IV. Second Attackers: Positioning to Maintain Progress
Supporting positions fl atter and closer.

V. ! ird Attackers: Positioning to Score
a. Center Forward. Center forwards try to attain a starting position well inside the vital area. ! at gives them the 

options to get the ball and shoot by running in any direction for it. ! ey will be looking for opportunities to get the 
ball facing forward or at least sideways. ! ey will often be in the business of gambling against the odds with their 
runs.
i. Diagonal runs. Center forwards look for gaps between zonal defenders, or space beside a marking defender, for 

diagonal runs. ! ere will always be space between defenders. ! e key is to pick out the space that’s big enough and 
attack at the moment the midfi elder can play into it.

ii. Runs behind the defense. ! is requires a delicately weighted ball.
iii. Withdrawing for a ball to feet.

b. Attacking Midfi elders. As the attack enters the front third attacking midfi elders tend to take positions behind 
the forward most attackers. Once the attack is in the front third attacking midfi elders perform the same striking 
functions as center forwards.
i. Shooting from long range.
ii. Combining with forwards.
iii. Attacking at crosses.
iv. Runs behind the defense.

c. Flank Players. Less width is necessary during the last phase of the attack than is necessary crossing midfi eld. It’s less 
important to have wide options on both fl anks at all times.
i. Positioning to attack the fl ank. Flank players adjust their position as the point of attack swings in their direction: 

pulling wider and deeper.
ii. Positioning to attack crosses from the opposite fl ank. As the point of attack stays in the middle or moves to the 

other side, weakside fl ank players get into positions for crosses or knockdowns.
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d. Central Midfi elders. It’s di  cult to be specifi c in a manual like this as so much depends on the unique talents of 
the center midfi elder. ! is position has been exploited by highly mobile players as well as players who stay put, 
support and distribute.
i. Long range shooting.
ii. Seizing an opportunity to get forward or get behind the defense; to accelerate the attack.
iii. Maintaining depth in the attack.
iv. Maintaining depth at crosses; providing an option for a ball pushed back.

e. Back players. Keeping the team compact from behind. Maximum depth is the halfway line. Some teams play with 
their back line of defenders even farther forward, at the height of the center circle.
i. O  side trap. If the attack needs to retreat back into the middle third, back players are often the best positioned 

to serve a ball over the top of the ensuing o  side trap. If they start far enough forward they can also be in good 
positions to run behind a line of advancing defenders.

ii. Long range shooting. Talented back players should stay alert to opportunities to land the ball behind a 
goalkeeper who has strayed too far o   the goal line.

f. Goalkeeper. Beyond the penalty area. Looking for haphazard long clearances. Supporting back players in attack 
and defense.

Entering the Final Third: Central or Flank Attack

Reading the defense from the middle third. Two options: attack centrally through a defense that is not laterally compact; 
or attack around a defense that is compact.

1. Not Compact Enough.
Seeing large spaces in the fi nal stage of the defense is an invitation to take “route one” to goal.
a. During a counter-attack. ! ere are not enough defenders to defend the vital area. ! e opportunity continues as long 

as the pace of the attack can keep the ball ahead of recovering defenders.
b. During a direct attack. Just like a counter-attack: ! ere are not enough defenders. ! e pace of the attack must keep 

recovering defenders behind the ball.
c. A static defense. ! e are enough defenders but there are fl aws in their positioning or in their ability to change 

positions (fl exibility).
i. Gaps too large: defense is a collection of isolated individuals, unable to combine in groups. Opportunity to 

penetrate between defenders by means of any individual or small group action (dribbling, passing, combination).
ii. Gaps not too large. Defenders are close enough, but supporting defenders don’t react quickly enough (e.g. 

marking too close despite threat of dribbling, covering too deep despite threat of passing, etc.)
d. A moving defense. Movement is the enemy of body control. ! e faster defenders have to run the more passive they 

become. Attacking centrally through small spaces against the fl ow, especially if they are moving across the fi eld.

2. Too compact.
If the defense is too compact to pentrate centrally then they must be conceding space on the fl anks. ! is leads to a 
cross.
a. Too compact laterally. Flank defenders too close to center of fi eld. Attack space left empty on the fl anks.
b. Too compact vertically. Midfi eld defenders too close to back players. Long range shooting, crosses from deep 

positions.

3. Combination: Accelerating the Attack.
Many large groups of defenders are not uniformly positioned. Some are close together, others are too far apart. 
Defenses can lose their integrity when the pace of the attack is too fast for them or the direction of the attack has 
suddenly changed. Acceleratng the attack can expose spaces by making defenders temporarily passive, unable to 
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actively contact the ball. ! e keys to accelerating an attack are runs and balls that go behind defenders, then shooting 
or delivering the ball into the vital area or second six yard box while defenders are still facing their own goal. ! is 
forces a choice on defenders: either keep pace with the attack or allow penetration (or try to catch them o  side and 
hope the assistant referee is equal to it). By keeping pace they are forced to use both feet to propel themselves, to pivot, 
to accelerate, to run close to sprint pace. ! is can render them passive. A sprinting defender’s only chance to contact 
the ball is as a moving obstacle. If the ball isn’t played squarely into the defender’s body it will pass by or be defl ected 
unpredictably, a result that nearly always favors attackers. Words used to convey the necessary aggression are “PACE!” 
or the more musical “TEMPO!”

Entering the Vital Area: Developing a Scoring Chance 

1. Centrally.
Midfi elders in possession will read back defenders’ positions and motions. First choice will be the direct route to goal.
a. Not compact laterally. 

i. Dribbling. Ball to forward’s feet. Turn into gap between back defenders.
ii. Combinations. Two forwards combine before fl ank defenders can deny space.
iii. Passes to space. Pass into gap between defenders.
iv. Improvise. ! is is not another term meaning “dribble.” It’s a catch-all term meaning “stu   a talented player tries 

that we coaches don’t understand.”
b. Not compact vertically. Gap between defending midfi eld and back four too large.

i. Dribbling from midfi eld. Midfi elder may be able to dribble into vital area past an unsupported midfi eld defender.
ii. Combinations from midfi eld. Combinations using the space in front of the backs.
iii. Passes to forwards’ feet.

- Turn using the space in front of individual defenders.
- Combinations with other forwards. Forwards can stagger their positions, adding depth to the forward line, thus 

exposing space beside defenders.

2. From the Flank.
When the direct route to goal is unavailable. ! ere is much disagreement about what players are reading and what 
decisions they are taking. Some prefer the crosser to deliver the ball to prearranged areas and have central players 
reading the crosser’s progress, timing their runs to arrive at di  erent times along the path of the cross. Others prefer 
that the central players fi nd their best positions as the crosser is preparing the ball and have the crosser read which 
central attacker has achieved the best position. It will be up to the coach to help players decide when the crosser has 
the ability to make the choice, when central players must call out the choice, and when both groups can read each 
other. ! e areas discussed below change depending on the position of the ball.
a. Far post. ! e far post is the position which gives the shooter the most advantages: the central defender and the 

goalkeeper will be turning and moving as the ball arrives. ! e disadvantage is the length of the cross can cause 
accuracy problems. Also, if the time of fl ight is more than two seconds the far post option can end up being a 50-50 
situation requiring physical domination to win. Players usually position outside the far post target area well before 
the cross is delivered, moving to attack the ball after judging the line of fl ight.

b. Near post. ! e area described as “near post” is very large. It can extend will beyond the post itself, up to the near 
side of the six yard box. Against man-to-man defenses attackers will often start their runs towards the far post. If the 
marking is too tight they’ll bend the run and accelerate toward the near post. ! e timing depends on the distance 
to the ball. If the ball has been served from 30-40 yards the attacker may have time to make the move to the near 
post after the ball has been crossed. If the ball is closer the run usually precedes the cross. Scoring from the near post 
requires very little space. ! e time of fl ight of the ball is usually so short that defenders can’t move quickly enough to 
make contact on the ball. Even a sweeper positioned to cut out driven balls to the near post can be bypassed.
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c. Mid-goal. Teams that can commit attackers to the far post and the near post may fi nd that the opponent’s central 
defenders have spread wide enough to leave a gap roughly in the middle of the goal.  ! e run into this space often 
arrives slightly after the near and far post runs.

d. Top of the vital area. Defending against accurate, heavy crosses with a short time of fl ight sometimes requires that 
the defending midfi eld do double duty with their back four denying space in the second six yard box. ! is can leave 
space at the top of the vital area, usually near the “D” for an attacker to receive a cross. Shooting from that position 
is a technical challenge and crossers are encouraged to deliver the ball on the ground. Attackers who see their 
midfi eld opponents retreating into the penalty area will wait outside the target area so they can move toward the ball 
in as natural an approach to a shot as they can manage in the circumstances.

e. Combinations. By far the most e  ective teams at crosses can get a minimum of two or three attackers in positions 
to receive a cross consistently. ! is requires that every attacker in the front third be very alert to the possibility of a 
cross. When a cross looks likely the other attackers move quickly into a sort of “staging area” near the penalty area. 
From here they can time their fi nal runs, challenging the defense at the far post and near post almost simultaneously. 
Attackers must also be quick to move away from the staging area if the fl ank attack breaks down.

3. Technical Implications.
a. Turning. ! e faster a forward can turn with the ball the greater the demand on supporting defenders.
b. Shielding ability.
c. Crossing pace and accuracy.
d. Long range shooting.
e. Ability to pass forward from midfi eld despite pressure from an individual defender.

Suggested Session Organization

! e idea behind front third organization is to give forwards a chance to read and react to defenders in realistic positions 
in the vital area. Clarity will be our beginning value. We will achieve it by removing numbers, starting with one or two 
strikers receiving passes from a single midfi elder, opposed by one or two live defenders. We will make a nod to realism by 
restricting the area.

1. Phase of play: 2 v. 2 +1
An opportunity for forwards to read the position and motion of a central defender or man-marker. Also an 
opportunity for midfi elders to judge whether passes should go to feet or space based on the relationship of forward and 
defender.
Coaching points: 
a. Aggression without the ball. Try to receive balls in spaces from which to shoot. Sprint behind or beside defender. 

! e forward’s posture on reception is critical: slightly turned if possible, back to goal if defender is touching.
b. Aggression with the ball. Turn! Turn if there is space. Roll if the defender is touching you, back into the defender. 

Pull away from defender if in between. Play ball fi rst time behind the other defender.
c. Combine. Simplicity works best. Combination play is unavoidable, however, in the tight spaces in the vital area.
d. Note. Recall that the opportunity we are trying to exploit is threatened only by the risk that the attack will stall, not 

that we will give the ball away. ! e coach will observe carefully the level of aggression and risk-taking present in each 
decision to see if it falls into an acceptable range.

3. Phase of Play: 5v7
! e coach needs to add several factors missing from stage one.
a. Pressure on Service: Reading When to Show. First, with the source of service unopposed the forwards cannot refi ne 

their sense of timing. Gradually increasing the pressure on the service will give forwards the opportunity to read 
when to make a run.
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b. Reading the Opposing Midfi eld. Second, the time and space needed to turn and shoot needs to be quick and small 
enough so defending midfi elders cannot interfere by tackling back. If the defending midfi elders are tackling back to 
prevent forwards from turning the attacking midfi elders will be left free. Forwards will need to develop a sense of 
when to turn and when to lay the ball back.

c. Reading Flank Defenders. ! ird, central attacks can be stopped by the lateral compactness of the defense. All 
elements of the attack, forwards, central midfi elders and fl ank players, need to be alert to this so they can unbalance 
the defense around either fl ank. For the purpose of giving players an opportunity to practice reading these cues the 
coach will expand the practice.

d. Coaching Points. Same as above. Make the ball dangerous. 
e. Note. In this exercise the coach needs to artifi cially structure the midfi eld, at fi rst, by telling attacking midfi elders to 

keep some depth.

4. 11v11
Although the coach will insist that all players make realistic transitions to and from defending, it will not be possible 
for any attacker to get a realistic picture of the front third they will enter during a real game. ! e distances, angles and 
supporting players need to be realistically arranged. ! e only way to do this is in an 11v11 context. ! e trade o   is 
more realism at the expense of repetition.
a. Organization. ! e organization of full fi eld or small-sided games involves coaching position, starting and stopping 

the exercise and placement of balls. A lot of thought should be put into a way to start and stop the exercise to 
increase repetitions. One way might be to award a throw in at the half way line for the team being coached every 
time play has clearly moved away from the front third.

b. Variations: 7v7, 8v8, 9v9. Squads that don’t have 22 fi t players can achieve many of the same goals with reduced 
numbers on a reduced fi eld with one goal on the goal line.
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Counter Attacking
I. Counter-attack

A. Go straight to goal at instant ball is won

B. Opponents have been in an attacking posture (pushed up into our half & spread over the width of the fi eld), therefore 
opponent’s defense is not organized and there is space behind and within opponents to attack

C. Optimal times to counter
1. When a pass is intercepted.

a. ! e opponent is moving forward.
b. Mentality on attacking.
c. Defender who intercepted pass is not pressured by an opponent so he/she can play ball forward through any angle.
d. Players in advance of ball now seek to run into a space where a pass will put them straight to goal.
e. Player on side of fi eld away from ball bends away to further pull apart the few defenders left back and then bends 

toward goal to:
i. Receive through ball.
ii. Combine with player in possession.
iii. Get into box to receive serve.
iv. Be ready for knockdown from goalkeeper.

2. When ball is won from fi rst attacker or in a 50-50 duel.
a. Again, defender who won ball is not pressured by an opponent and can play ball forward through any angle.
b. a. and b. under 1 apply.

3. O   defending at corner kicks or restarts.

D. If ball cannot be played directly forward with a long pass in spaces behind or beside last defenders.
1. Ball played quickly to a midfi eld player breaking out.
2. He runs ball at speed toward goal.
3. Any attackers in advance of ball bend away to take defenders away & allow midfi elder to continue dribbling or play 

ball into space ahead of bending attackers.
4. If defender advances to confront midfi elder with ball, attacker comes back to show for wall pass.

E. Organization
1. In defending half of fi eld begin with defenders & midfi eld players with balls to serve to 2v1 at halfway line.
2. Build to 2v2 at halfway line.
3. Build to 2v3 at halfway line.
4. In back third play fi ve defenders win ball-counter.
5. Add a midfi eld player to run ball if it cannot be served directly.
6. Build with more numbers.

II. Playing out of the back

A. If team has won ball, but cannot counter and does not want to risk losing possession, they play out of back.

B. Can e  ectively play out of back because the number situation in a game dictates that there are numbers up in the 
back.
1. ! e opponent will have two or three front players, team with ball will have four back players.
2. Goalkeeper becomes a fi fth attacker in the back third.
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C. Must stretch opponent by outside backs going wide, stopper and sweeper pushing apart.
1. Outside back must make instant transition to an attacking posture.

a. Bend out and turn early to get vision forward.
b. Get wide to touch line.

2. Outside back receives ball & fi rst priority is to see if ball can be prepared forward on fi rst contact & unbalance the 
front players.

3. If back cannot unbalance front players immediately, he/she seeks to play ball forward on fi rst contact & unbalance 
the front players.

4. If back closed down early he looks to see if a wall pass is possible o   the midfi eld player.
5. If nothing forward on, back player back to a central defender or goalkeeper who can them change point of attack or 

play forward.

D. Central defenders separate with one holding near goalkeeper.
1. If center striker retreats, central defender with ball runs ball at him/her and looks to play other backs out.
2. If center striker attempts to split the two central defenders, the player with the ball has an open angle to play o   a 

midfi eld player and continue or play o   the midfi eld player to the other central defender who is a third man.

E. Organization
1. In back third begin with four back players plus goalkeeper v. two front runners.

a. Have a goal for back players to dribble through.
b. Give a further task to a player coming out of back.

2. Add a midfi eld player for backs to play o  .
3. Build to three front runners; two wings and a center striker.
4. Add another midfi eld player to play o  .
5. Add a defending midfi eld player.
6. Keep adding numbers to complicate environment.
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Defending Tactics �– Theory
Organization of Defense

! ere has been a shift, over the last twenty years, from the stopper – sweeper system, commonly a feature of man to man 
marking, to the double or three man center back system. ! is is a system normally associated with zonal defending. 

! e Academy understands that some American teams and clubs still use the stopper – sweeper system and recognize that 
by including it in this curriculum. 

Tactical Functions by Unit

A. Tactical Functions – Backs
1. Goalkeeper

a. Organization of back four and other defenders when opposition has ball in central and wide positions.
b. Organization of team on defensive restarts.
c. Positioning to deal with the space between the back four and penalty box.
d. Ability to make a variety of standing and diving saves.
e. Ability to technically and tactically deal with crosses

2. Center Backs
Sweeper (Man-to-man system)
a. Commander of defense

i. Verbally communicates with teammates in front.
ii. Set rate of receding.
iii. Establish & control last line of retreat.

b. Cut out through balls
i. In general, plays behind ball when ball is centrally located.
ii. Will move out to inner line when ball on fl ank.

c. Provides cover (second defender) for marking defenders as needed.
d. Pick-up free players coming through with and without ball.

i. When an attacking player has broken through and nears a shoting position, the sweeper will go through the 
tactic of “stepping up.”

ii. May have marking responsibility.
Stopper (Man-to-man system)
a. Detailed to mark opposing center striker.

i. When marking from central areas stopper plays on ball side of center striker.
ii. Must not be touching center striker when marking.

Center backs (Zonal system.)
a. Occupies the dangerous central space in the middle of the “back line” of defenders.
b. Commands movement of back line players. Verbally communicates with other back line and defending  players
c. Determines the receding rate of back line players.
d. Determines the o  side line if it is to be used.
e. Shares defensive responsibilities of pressuring and covering most forward opponents with other center  back(s).
f. Covers for outside backs when necessary.
g. Cuts out through balls.
h. Deals with crosses and high balls into dangerous central areas.

3. Flank backs
a. mark wing

i. Defenders on fl ank should mark on goal side and ball side.
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ii. Tightness of marking depends on distance of wing to ball.
iii. Track wing according to design of collective defending philosophy (zone, man-to-man, etc.)

b. Will have covering responsibilities. Whenever the ball and opponents are close to outside back he will  come o   
his/her mark some extent to cover a teammate and squeeze some space of attackers.
c. Balance of defense.

i. When ball is on far side of the fi eld in our fi nal third or middle third (the defenders begin to fl atten in back 
third) the outside defender must balance (the work of the third defender) the defense.

ii. Will be the deepest defender and have best vision of fi eld.
iii. Will go in only as far as his near post. Not farther unless to cut out a through ball.

B. Tactical Functions – Midfi eld Players
1. Get goal side of ball

a. At instant of transition, all midfi elders make attempt to work their way back goal side of ball.
i. Recovery run from fl ank is toward own near post.
ii. Recovery run from middle is toward own penalty spot.
iii. Squeeze toward ball.

2. Midfi eld player must delay progress of attacking team in direction of their goal.
a. Will implement one of two basic philosophies

i. Pressure points.
ii. Pressure pockets.

b. ! e midfi elders as a group give ground.
i. Keep ball in front of them.
ii. Screen the back four.

a) Midfi elders want to prevent opponents from penetrating them by passing, dribbling, etc., thus  exposing back 
four.

b) Want to force everything square and back.
iii. Marking responsibilities.

a) Nominated defensive midfi elder.
1) Usually must mark the attacking midfi elder of opponents.
2) Willing to play a very reduced role in attack.

b) Other members of midfi eld group will mark opponent opposites or defend appropriate spaces  depending on 
the collective defending philosophy.

iv. Win ball – whenever possible the midfi eld player should win the ball. He/she must choose appropriate time 
(when covered, opponents locked in, ball misdribbled, etc.)

C. Tactical Functions – Forwards
1. Transition to defending.

a. Forward must be part of collective defending action.
b. Must be psychologically conditioned to instantaneous transition to become part of defending action.
c. Will have two roles

i. “Steer” opponents attack – usually when playing with two forwards of low pressure defending.
a) At instant of transition the forwards attempt to force or “steer” the opponent attack in a certain  direction.
b) If the collective defending action is to funnel opponent attacks down the middle, each forward  will move 

wide to prevent any attack down a fl ank; the attack will be “steered” down middle.
c) Both forwards used to steer attack down one fl ank by shutting o   back passes to goalkeeper or   central 

players.
ii. Mark opponents – usually when playing with these forwards and high pressure defending.

a) ! ree must mark four.
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b) Each wing marks an outside back, will track back on any vertical runs.
c) ! e center striker will split the two central defenders. Whichever of the two central defenders  might attempt 

to penetrate, with or without the ball, must be tracked by the center striker.

II. Collective Defending

A. ! e defending team must decide where to confront the opponent – all over the fi eld or closer to 
its goal.
1. High pressure defending

confront the attackers all over the fi eld, attempt to win the ball back as soon as possible.
a. Defending team pushes up onto opponent and leaves o  side space behind it.
b. Force opponent into playing faster then ability allows.
c. Disrupt the rhythm or tempo of the opponents attack. 
d. Keep opponent as far from goal as possible.
e. Factors a  ecting decision to high pressure.

i. Size of fi eld – may dictate high pressure.
ii. Condition of surface – a ball control team on a rough surface may mean a high pressure.
iii. Environmental conditions.

a) Playing on rain soaked or muddy fi eld may mean high pressure.
b) A strong wind at back may mean to push up and high pressure.
c) A “high sun” may allow high pressure.

iv. Fitness of players – a very fi t team may high pressure.
v. Age of players playing against an older team with good technical ability out of its rhythm.
vi. Many other variables.

a) e.g., if opponents tall and like to play in air, high pressure to shut o   source of service.
b) e.g., if opponents have a very weak player or players, mark everyone else tight and leave the weak  player(s) 

free.
2. Low pressure defending

most concerned about limiting space near to own goal, let other team have  half or two-thirds of fi eld. Confront 
attackers when defenders are compact and tightly organized.
a. Defending team recedes into own half or defending third of fi eld, not concerned about winning ball  back 

immediately.
b. Will not allow opponent any o  -side space.
c. Defending team wants maximal number of defenders between ball and own goal.
d. No concern over what opponent does in its own back and middle third because it cannot score from  there.
e. Factors a  ecting decisions to low pressure.

i. Many factors antipodal to rationales for high pressure defending.
ii. In general, playing against a superior opponent is an indicator for playing low pressure defense.
iii. In general, playing a very high standard of play (i.e., International A level dictates a form of low   pressure 

defending).

B. ! e defending team must decide whether to mark man or mark space.
1. Man to mark marking

the defending team will have individual opponents to follow when their team is defending.
a. At the instant of transition the defenders will fi nd an attacking player to mark.
b. It may be the nearest attacker or it may be a specifi c player.
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c. Under strict man-to-man marking, the defender will follow his/her man all over the fi eld.
d. Even man-to-man marking must be accomplished within the principles of pressure, cover and balance.
e. Factors a  ecting decision to mark man-to-man.

i. Easiest method to teach.
ii. Easiest method for players to understand.
iii. Environmental conditions.

a) A cool climate is conducive to man-to-man marking.
b) A cloudy, cool day might dictate a change to man-to-man marking.

iv. Physical qualities of players – a strong, fi t team can mark man-to-man.
v. A younger team playing an older team may dictate man-to-man marking.

2. Zonal Marking
the defending team will have areas of space which they must defend.
a. At the instant of transition the defenders will pull back into these areas.
b. When an attacker arrives in a defenders space, the defender is responsible for the attacker.
c. ! e defender will follow the attacker to the edge of his “zone” and then pass the attacker on to the  defender in 

the next zone, whether horizontal or vertical.
d. If the defender in the next zone is clearly occupied, the defender will continue to move into the next  zone.
e. Should be a series of interlocking triangles of defenders.
f. Factors a  ecting decision to mark space or zones.

i. Best method to conserve energy – demand less running.
ii. Defenders do not get stretched out.
iii. Always cover nearby.
iv. E  ective when other team has good dribblers, there are always numbers behind the defender pressuring the 

dribbler.
v. Older aged teams can keep defense compact and be e  ective in zones.

C. Defending relative to third of fi eld
1. Final ! ird

a. Objective to win back ball if possible or to delay the forward progress of the opponent into the middle  third.
i. Take risks to win ball back immediately in fi nal third.

a) If ball won back, player in position to score or make fi nal pss.
b) If player misses, the team still has 100 yards to recover.

ii. Forwards will work to prevent forward progress so that midfi eld players and backs have time to recover goal side 
and organize the collective defending action.

iii. Forwards will steer the attack into a certain area.
a) Down middle.
b) To fl anks.
c) To a weak opponent.

b. Forwards continue to defend by tracking and harassing back players.
2. Middle ! ird

a. Objective to win ball back if possible or to delay forward progress of the opponent.
i. Midfi eld players will attempt to win the ball if situation is good.

a) Bad pass.
b) Loss of dribble.
c) Pressuring player supported.
d) Locked against touch-line.

ii. Collective defending action should be implemented and working.
b. If ball is played past the midfi eld, all midfi elders must track opponents that run into advanced attacking positions.
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3. Back ! ird
a. Objective to prevent shot at goal and win ball back when situation dictates.

i. No risk.
a) All balls played into the fi nal third should be cleared fi rst-time unless absolutely safe to receive.
b) Defenders will not dive in for tackle.

1) Stay on feet.
2) Mentally composed.
3) Player pressuring ball must be supported closely.
4) Make attacker play ball back.

ii. Defenders stop at last line of retreat.
a) Last line of retreat generally at the top of box.
b) ! e goal line and goalkeeper become balancing defenders.
c) Leave o  side space.
d) Goalkeeper deals with balls played into box.

iii. Shallow depth.
a) In both end thirds depth is shallower than the rest of the fi eld.
b) In back third depth shallow because all defending players need to be positioned to block shots if ball 

transferred from one attacker to another. Also, in back third all supporting defenders  must be shallow to close 
down fi rst attacker if he beats fi rst defender (before he can shoot or play  a fi nal pass).

b. Coach must encourage and train aggressive, yet composed mentality needed to defend in back third.
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Defending Tactics I �– The Back Third
I. Opportunities

As the opposing team enters the back third defenders can be in their most compact shape. Attacking teams can run 
out of space quickly. Defenders will always be looking for opportunities to win the ball.
A. Interception. ! e hallmark of the excellent defender.
B. Tackling. A combination of precision and force.
C. Clearing the ball.
D. To hurry the attack. ! e other side of the coin from accelerating the attack. Defenders have the initiative. Attackers 

are not pressing the attack they are reacting to defenders just to stay in possession. Usually starts at the fi rst sign of 
hesitation or ball control di  culties.

II. Risks
Conceding a Goal. Defenders are closer together during this phase of play than in any other. Often two, sometimes 
even three defenders will commit to blocking a shot.

III. First Defender: Pressure
A. Preventing a shot.
B. Slowing the pace of the attack.
C. Making the attack predictable.
D. Dealing with combination play.

IV. Second Defender: Compactness.
A. Pressure on the ball.
B. No pressure on the ball.
C. Double teaming.
D. Dealing with combination play.

V. Third Defenders: Balance
Nowhere is the tension between man-to-man and zonal defending strategies more acutely felt than in the back third.
Flank defenders need to be aware when space in the center of the defense is beingthreatened and prepared to move in 
quickly to deny that space, mark opposing attackers and deal with unsettled situations.

VI. Central Defenders
If the problems of back third defending had one single focal point it would be the center of the defense. ! e issue of 
marking attackers vs. covering space is at its sharpest. Whatever defending system has been chosen, the players in the 
middle of the defense have to develop fl awless judgment about when to mark, how to mark, when to cover, how to 
cover.

A. Sweeper
i. Covering space centrally
ii. Covering space behind, between, in front of markers
iii. Covering space at near post on crosses.
iv. Supporting pressuring defenders.

- At the back.
- In midfi eld.

v. Stepping up to pressure attackers with the ball.
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vi. Marking attackers who have run free from midfi eld.
vii. Commanding the defense, determining depth.

B. Twin Center Backs
i. Covering space centrally.
ii. Marking or passing on center forwards.
iii. Dealing with crosses.
iv. Supporting the rest of the defense.

- Other back players.
- Midfi eld defense.

v. Commanding the defense.

Suggested Session Organization

! e organizational goal here is to give defenders a chance to read an attack as it attempts to penetrate into the vital area, 
as well as to react to an attack that has made it to the vital area and is trying to develop scoring chances. ! e goal of clarity 
will be achieved by reducing numbers and restricting the playing area. ! e goal of realism will be achieved by reversing 
that: adding numbers and expanding the playing area.

1. Phase of Play: Goalkeeper + 2 Defenders vs. 2 Forwards + Midfi elder 
! e same organization as suggested for the fi rst stage of Tactics 1A. Here the coach focuses on the marking and 
covering decisions of two central defenders playing against two strikers. In this sort of exercise the coach must 
artifi cially structure the attack by asking the server to stay deep.
Coaching Points:

a. Marking and Covering. Marking position, pressuring position, recognizing the cues indicating combinations. 
Recognizing when to cover and when to mark.

b. Blocking Shots.

2. Phase of Play: Goalkeeper + 3 Defenders + 3 Midfi elders v. 2 Forwards + 3 Midfi elders = 7v5
It’s di  cult for defenders to practice intercepting passes into the forwards they are marking unless the source of 
the pass is under pressure. By putting the midfi eld under pressure it enables the back defenders to practice their 
positioning and the timing of any attempts to intercept balls to feet. It also allows them to read the cues indicating a 
pass to feet or a pass to space. All three back defenders can practice reading how compact to get, if the attacking team 
is organizing to try a combination like a 1-2, etc.
Coaching Points:

a. Interception.
b. Positioning on crosses.
c. Transition to and from attacking.

3. 8v8
Finally the team being coached needs a chance to read an attack as it might develop during a real game. ! ey also 
need practice getting into good defending positions from realistic attacking positions. ! e coach can give them this 
opportunity in an 8v8 exercise. Clarity will be achieved through consistent thematic interventions. Frequency can be 
achieved by starting and re-starting the exercise with a throw-in for the attacking team in the middle third. Defending 
team in a 3-3-1 formation with the attacking team in a 2-3-2 line-up.
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Defending Tactics II �– The Middle Third
I. Opportunities

To dispossess the opposing team. To stop their progress forward: to keep play in front of the midfi eld.

II. Risks
Conceding an easy scoring chance. One way to deal with that risk is to keep play in front of the midfi eld. ! at can 
lead to the other risk: chasing an endless game of keep away.

III. First Defender: Attack Predictable
! e fi rst defender’s work to make play predictable is invaluable in all phases of defending. If the attack is predictable 

and it appears that the attacking team must keep their play near the point of attack then the defending midfi eld is 
free to deny space at the point of attack without fear of becoming unbalanced.

A. Pressure on the ball.
B. An attack that has stalled.
C. Predictable pass down the fl ank: double teaming.

IV. Second Defender
! e following judgments are based on the second defender’s ability to read the attack, i.e., to sense what the fi rst 
attacker’s next move will be. Deciding how compact to make the defense:
A. First attacker only has short options: dribbling or a tight combination. Denying space near the point of attack.
B. First attacker shaped to pass: Marking support attackers.
C. First attacker slowed or stopped due to good fi rst defender pressure, fi rst attacker’s confused hesitation, control 

problems, or delaying to let a teammate get back onside: aggressively taking the initiative which the attack has let 
slip away by double teaming or swarming. Not to be confused with an attacker in good control who has slowed to 
invite an unsupported challenge: move in under control.

V. Third Defenders: The Defending Shape of the Midfi eld
! e question for coaches deciding to what degree strategic decisions like “man-to-man” or zone should infl uence 
midfi eld defending is: To what extent will the shape of the midfi eld be determined by the positions/motions of 
opposing players? From a tactical point of view the answer is simple: When there is no pressure on the ball most 
midfi elder groups orient themselves goal side of individual attackers, even midfi elds adhering to a zonal defending 
strategy. Laterally, third defenders in all defending systems make the same judgment call when deciding how closely 
they should “mark” weak side attackers: how far can this fi rst attacker play the ball? Which is part of the larger 
question: How dangerous is this third attacker right now? 
Once the ball is under pressure the shape of the midfi eld defense can change dramatically. Outstanding midfi eld 
defenses are lightning fast, fl exible and pose multiple threats to an attack using the middle third to prepare its way to 
goal. Good tactical training reveals the opportunities inherent in this fl exibility and mobility. Good tactical training 
helps players refi ne their judgment of when the ball is under pressure, when the attack has become predictable.
A. Anticipating a change in the point of attack.
B. Reading when the attack can’t change the point of attack.
C. Reading when the ball gets played back to depth.
D. Defending as a back:

1. Tracking players that run forward.
2. Covering space on the weak side of the back line of defenders.

E. Defending as a forward:
1. Pressuring opposing back players.
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Suggested Session Organization
! e objective will be to give players a chance to recognize the risks and opportunities presented by an attacking team 
building its attack through the middle third. We will do that with a phase of play organization and gradually add 
numbers to it.

1. Phase of Play: 4v4. Across the Middle ! ird
! e midfi eld unit gets a chance to practice the small-group tactics of balance vs. compactness. ! ey will have the same 
physical setting as they’ll have in a game.
Coaching Points:
a. Balance: determining how large the group zone should be. ! e farthest defender from the ball will judge the width 

of the space available to the fi rst attacker, or the fi rst attacker with whatever close support is present. ! e judgment 
will be based in part on the fi rst defender’s pressuring position. For example, if the angle of approach exposes only 
the fl ank then the weakside defender can be narrower without unbalancing the defense. If the pressuring defender’s 
position exposes the full width of the fi eld then the weakside defender may have to position wider. ! is judgment 
may also be infl uenced, but not determined by the presence of an attacker who is positioning wide on the fl ank.

b. Compactness: Determining how large individual zones should be. Midfi eld defenders near the point of attack will 
judge their supporting positions, as well as whether or not it’s necessary to mark a supporting attacker, based on the 
ball control of the fi rst attacker, pressuring defender, and the presence of close attacking support. ! ey will assess 
whether the fi rst attacker is going to dribble, pass, withdraw or combine in some way.

2. Phase of Play: 6v7
In the second stage of the session the midfi eld defenders link with their back defenders to form a 6-man zone. In this 
stage midfi eld defenders get a chance to react to two important situations: a pass from the midfi eld to a forward, and 
an attack over a fl ank. In both cases midfi elders have to decide how closely they will support the pressuring defender. 
Leaving too large a gap between the back defenders and the midfi eld defenders allows the forwards to act as a group, 
adding depth to the group by withdrawing one forward, perhaps pulling a central defender out of position. If the 
midfi eld defenders play too close to the back defenders they may allow some midfi eld attackers to shoot from long 
range. Flank midfi elders will also have to cover space on the weak side of the back four. As the weak-side fullback 
collapses toward the center of the fi eld, either to mark or to cover central defenders, the weak-side fl ank player will 
have to judge how deep and how wide to position. ! ese judgements are all based on the same visual cues as in the 
midfi eld with the addition of the part of the fi eld.

3. 8v8
In the last stage of the session the coach adds the remaining players from both teams, using the entire fi eld. ! e 
training target at this point is to give midfi elders the opportunity to practice getting into good defending positions 
from more realistic starting positions; to judge how deep to play in the team (how close to their own back four, how 
close to their own forwards); to practice intercepting balls played into the midfi eld from opposing back players who 
are under pressure from the defending team’s forwards. ! e themes of compactness and balance remain the same, 
however. ! e coach achieves a measure of frequency by re-starting the exercise with a throw-in to the attacking team 
at the halfway line, or some other artifi cial means of increasing frequency. ! e coach’s position is along one touchline 
near the halfway line, moving into the fi eld as play moves to the opposite side.
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Defending Tactics III �– The Final Third
I. Opportunities

! e main opportunity is to regain possession in the front third. 
A. Interception. Opportunities to intercept are easier to recognize, but physically harder to seize. Attackers use less 

deception in their back third because it increases the risk of deceiving their own teammates.
B. Tackling. ! e opportunities to tackle are fewer and farther between in the front third.
C. Forced error. An opportunity to force an error is more di   cult to recognize because attackers generally have more 

space around them. But attackers need to be precise with longer passes and forcing them to hurry their preparation 
and delivery can result in inaccurate or poorly weighted passes. ! ese hurried passes are opportunities for other parts 
of the defense. Forcing a small error in the front third may start a chain of errors which grows more serious under 
constant defensive pressure.

D. Unforced error. Defenders need to be very alert to unforced errors. Bumpy fi eld conditions, careless passing 
techniques, sloppy control, sluggish turns all present defenders with opportunities to regain possession or force 
further errors.

II. Risks

! e risks in this part of the fi eld are completely lopsided in favor of the defending team. ! ere is very little risk of 
conceding a goal. ! e two main risks that defenders must be aware of are:

A. Allowing the opponent to launch an attack that puts all ten defenders “out of the game” with little chance of 
recovery.

B. Allowing the opponent to enter the middle third unpredictably.

III. First Defender
A. Deny penetration.
B. Make play predictable.
C. Win back possession.
D. Speed of approach. ! e risks are so slight and the opportunity of regaining possession by forced error is so great 

that many pressuring defenders approach at a very high speed. Although good defenders are very aggressive in this 
part of the fi eld, they are careful not to let the opponent get out “the easy way” by giving away free kicks.

E. Angle of approach. Ideally, separate fi rst attacker from support. Expose one fl ank. Steer the ball away from their 
most dangerous or e  ective player. Realistically, get any angle you can, just get to the ball.

IV. Second Defenders
A. Make play predictable. A good marking or supporting position can make play easier to predict.
B. Maintain minimum compactness. Supporting defenders can be fl atter and farther apart than in other areas of the 

fi eld. Positioning should be close enough to make the quick and simple route between defenders seem unattractive.
C. Balance. Especially if just two forwards are defending against four back players. It depends on what their function 

is. If their function is to keep the back four from penetrating then the defending pair of forwards may have to 
retreat to stay balanced. If their function is to make play predictable, then it isn’t as much of a problem if they get 
unbalanced, as long as it’s predictable and a midfi elder can step up into the exposed space. ! e situation, the energy, 
the intensity and commitment of the forwards determines which role they’ll play. Midfi elders are in a position to 
choose their role based on what the forwards are achieving.
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V. Third Defenders: Maintaining Balance
A. Reading if point of attack is about to be changed.
B. Closing down space near the point of attack if the point of attack cannot be changed.
C. Tracking players that run forward if they are dangerous.
D. Shutting down passing lanes forward.

Suggested Session Organization

! e following is a suggestion. Your instructor may choose to illustrate the same points and demonstrate ways to achieve the 
same training objectives using a di  erent organization.

1. First Stage. Phase of Play: 4v2
Two forwards defend a group of four , three back players and a goalkeeper. ! e forwards play to the full goal. ! e 
opposing group plays to small goals on the edge of the middle third. ! e two forwards must play some form of zone 
defense since they are outnumbered. 
Coaching Points:
a. Recognition.

i. Can opponent play long?
ii. What will the fi rst attacker do with the ball?

b. Shape. Getting into a good defending shape as early as possible. Get into positions which are di  cult for the 
attacking team to read.

c. Pressure on the ball. Anticipating passes before they are played and reacting to them. Close down on the receiver 
during the time of fl ight. Very high speed of approach, especially if there are any control problems. Make play 
predictable.

d. Support for the pressure. Read the fi rst attacker’s next move. Anticipate and react to it early. Regain shape if things 
change.
i. Maintain compactness. ! is defense is a group of three. Don’t get too separated. Cover the entire width of the fi eld 

as a group of three.
ii. Maintain balance. Weakside defender anticipate any change in the point of attack to defeat balance.
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A strategy of man-to-man defending can be described in fairly simple terms. Mark every opposing player forward of the 
ball. Every opposing player near the ball is marked tightly, denying them the opportunity to receive the ball. Opposing 
players away from the ball are marked loosely, with the defenders sliding toward the ball to provide defensive depth and 
cover (the distance that the defender slides away from a mark is directly related to: 1. how far away the ball is, and 2. the 
probability of the mark receiving the ball).

I. Pressure on the ball: speed and angle of approach
Pressure on the ball is a key to successful man-to-man defending. ! e greater the pressure, the less time the attacker 
has to fi nd a playable option. A defensive decision must be made as to the amount of pressure to be put on the ball. If 
the attacking player is under control and in clear possession of the ball, a more cautious approach of pressure should be 
applied. If attacking player is not under control and does not have clear possession of the ball, the pressure should be 
immediate and with urgency.
A. Front ! ird

Force attacker to focus solely on the ball. Angle of approach should: shut o   attackers immediate passing lane, force 
attacker towards defensive support or force attacker to sidelines. If possible, make available options to the attacker 
limited and predictable.

B. Middle ! ird
High speed of approach. Limiting the attackers time and space with the ball is a priority. Again, the angle of 
approach should do one of three things: shut o   attackers immediate passing lane(s), force attacker into defensive 
support or force attacker to fl ank areas of the fi eld. ! e speed and angle of pressure on the ball should assist the 
defense in keeping the area around the ball as compact as possible. If the ball is already on one fl ank then the 
pressure is angled to keep the ball on that fl ank. Don’t allow attackers to change the point of attack.

C. Back ! ird
Standard, cautious speed of approach. Don’t expose vital areas. Again the pressure on the ball should do one of 
three things: shut o   passing lane(s) to most dangerous player, force the attacker into supporting defender or force 
attacker to fl anks away from goal.

II. Support for the pressuring defender
A very important key to the success of man-to-man defending is the defensive principles of the fi rst, second and third 
defenders. ! e support of the second defender provides cover for the fi rst defender putting immediate pressure on the 
ball. ! e second defender allows the fi rst defender freedom to pressure the ball without fear of being beaten by the 
attacker. ! e third defender will then provide depth and balance.
A. Angle of supporting positions – Supporting positions are dictated by the following:

1. Area of fi eld where the attacker is
2. Position of attacking penetrating options
3. Directing fi rst defender for possible double-teaming opportunities.

B. Distance of supporting positions – ! e support of the second defender must be close enough to be able to step-
up and tackle if the attacker beats the fi rst defender with the dribble. ! e distance of the second defender must not 
be so close that the attacker can beat both defenders with the dribble.

III. Shape of the Team
! e size and shape of the area occupied by the entire team is managed very carefully to reduce the amount of space the 
attacking team is allowed to play in. ! e smaller the area, the greater the pressure is on the ball to: deny penetration 
and change the point of attack.
Weakside help is a critical component in man-to-man defending. Midfi eld and defenders weakside positioning can 
help to keep the attackers playing area compact. Weakside help also provides depth and balance. Weakside help is also 
responsible for attacking penetrating runs on the backside of the defense.

Man-to-Man Defending
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Zonal Defending
A strategy of man-to-man defending can be described fairly easily in terms of rules. For example, mark every player 
forward of the ball, mark every player near the ball tightly, mark players away from the ball loosely, etc. Zonal defending 
strategies, on the other hand, do not lend themselves easily to rules-based descriptions. ! e word “zonal” is deceiving. 
! e best zonal defenses behave like a highly mobile crowd. ! e 10 fi eld players have assigned starting positions within the 
crowd rather than assigned parts of the fi eld. ! e best zones can make the fi eld “crowded” at the point of attack yet still 
make it di  cult to get around them or over them.

! ey rely on weakside fl ank defenders who can read when to compress the team laterally, sometimes sliding 35 yards in 
toward the center of the fi eld, and when to sprint back out toward the touchline in anticipation of a long change in the 
point of attack.

! ey rely on back players who can read when to compress the team vertically, sometimes to a depth of only 30 yards from 
front to back, and when to sprint back in anticipation of a successful run forward. Most of all, like any defense, they rely 
on pressure and the bread and butter basics of good group defending near the ball.

I. Pressure on the ball: speed and angle of approach
Zones can destroy attacks with a variety of threats. Whereas man-to-man strategies tend to eliminate attacking options 
by making the options themselves less attractive, zonal strategies are more likely to leave the options and eliminate the 
fi rst attacker’s ability to exploit them by overwhelming the fi rst attacker. ! is is truest in the middle third.
A. Front ! ird

Very high speed of approach. Any angle will do. If possible make attack predictable. If possible steer away from 
strengths. If possible steer onto a fl ank.

B. Middle ! ird
! ere are two situations.
1. First attacker under control. A controlled but urgent speed of approach. ! en look for any hesitation, uncertainty 

or loss of control.
2. Defense in control. Pace of play too fast for the attackers or attackers just reacting to defenders. High speed of 

approach. 
3. Angle of approach. Limiting the fi rst attacker’s time and space with the ball is generally a much higher priority 

than limiting the fi rst attacker’s options. ! erefore angles of approach tend to be less important than speed of 
approach. Good midfi eld defenders in a zone tend to focus more on getting to the ball quickly than adjusting 
their route to the ball. It is more important to approach from the goal side than it is in the front third. If the ball 
is already on one fl ank then the pressure is angled to keep the ball on that fl ank. Don’t allow attackers to change 
point of attack. ! is enables the zone to be more compact at point of attack.

C. Back ! ird
Standard, cautious speed of approach. Angle of approach blocks the vital area.

II. Support for the pressuring defender
One key to a zone’s success is its ability to deny space at the point of attack; space that could be used either to escape 
the high speed approach of the fi rst defender, or to push the attack forward. Supporting defenders cut out passes, 
crowd near the fi rst defender if the attack has slowed or there’s pressure on the ball. If pressure has been relieved then 
supporting defenders are forced back into more man-marking positions.
A. Angle of supporting positions - One big advantage of the zone is the ability of supporting players to face more 

toward the ball and to be more balanced and stationary (not moving quickly chasing supporting attackers).
1. Front third: fl at
2. Middle third: at least two defenders support the fi rst attacker from both angles on either side. Can be fl at, can be 

“enveloping” (pressure pockets) can both be goal side (pressure points).
3. Back third: Flatter. Help arriving from midfi elders, maybe one forward.
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B. Distance of supporting positions - Depends on how much pressure is on the ball, how fast the ball is moving, the 
threat of passes to close supporting attackers, part of fi eld.

III. Shape of the Team
! e size and shape of the area occupied by the entire team needs to be managed carefully in order to keep pressure on 
the ball without conceding too much o  side or weakside space. ! e shape of the team is the foundation supporting 
the zone’s ability to eliminate options at the point of attack through pressure and support for the pressure.
Maintaining closeness among all defenders is key.  Never allowing large gaps to open up between players or between 
“lines” of players (e.g. between the back four and the midfi eld). Not allowing the position or runs of weakside attackers 
to open up these gaps by judging when to pass players on. ! is is one of the zone’s defi ning characteristics. It has 
misled some people to believe that zone defenses don’t mark attackers.
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Goalkeeping
! e Advanced National Diploma provides exercises for the coach to include tactical functional training for goalkeepers 
within the team training session.  (Technical functional training covered in National Diploma)

A. Defending

Objective
To make decision to come o   line & cut out cross. Decision to catch or box. Also, coordination with defending 
teammates.
Exercise 1

a. Goalkeeper vs. two attackers stationed in box.
b. 2v1 on either fl ank – progress to cross into box for goalkeeper to cut out, hold his line, catch or box.
c. Alternate fl anks.
d. Increase numbers in box.
e. Goalkeepers decision to come o   line based on:

i. Distance to ball – how far out in box is ball and how deep. Is ball bending toward goal or away from goal.
ii. Path to ball – how many teammates and opponents are in the way between goalkeeper & where he must catch 

ball.
Exercise 2

a. In half of fi eld with two full goals, one in regular position, one at halfway line.
b. A goalkeeper and one defender vs. two attackers at each goal.
c. 2v1 on each fl ank.
d. Same exercise as above except when one goalkeeper catches the ball, he/she throws to opposite fl ank for 2v1 to 

attack other goal.
e. Add numbers in box and attackers at top of boxes to shoot poorly boxed or dropped cross.

Objective
Goalkeeper deal with space between goal and back four, also coordination with defending teammates.
Exercise 3

a. One attacker & one defender standing side-by-side 35 yards from goal.
b. Server stands behind and slightly to side of attacker and defender.
c. Server hits through ball between the goalkeeper and on rushing attacker and defender.
d. Goalkeeper makes decision to come out & collect ball before attacker can reach it or decides to let defender deal 

with situation.
i. Restrict defender to kneeling, standing back-to-back with attacker to achieve time frame coach desires.
ii. Change angle of defender so his recovery run comes from side and behind.

e. Add more attackers and defenders.
Exercise 4

a. Two teams of eight play full-fi eld with o  side tactics.
b. Goalkeeper must deal with space between his goal & o  side line.
c. Goalkeeper becomes sweeper to cut-out through balls, etc.
d. When ball played back & defenders move up, goalkeeper will watch for:

i. Long diagonal pass to side away from ball for player coming from behind.
ii. Beginning of 1-2 movement past o  side line.
iii. Attacker who plays ball for himself or dribbles past on rushing o  side line.
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Exercise 5
a. 3v3 in box with goalkeeper, one wing with ball wide on fl ank and one midfi eld player supporting wing.
b. Goalkeeper must deal with space between goal & last line of retreat when it is pushed out to top of box.
c. Wing dribbles down fl ank into corner.
d. Wing gets pressured by a defender and plays ball back past top of box to supporting midfi eld player.

i. Sweeper will be pushing all defenders out to last line of retreat at top of box.
ii. As players in box are moving out, midfi eld player serves ball into center of box.
iii. Goalkeeper must catch cross.

e. Add attacking midfi eld players behind box to time runs onside and challenge goalkeeper for crosses.
f. Add numbers or play 6v4, 6v5, 6v6, etc. Condition exercise to allow ball played back to midfi elder who will then 

serve into box.

B. Attacking

Once the goalkeeper has made a save or has the ball played back to him/her, he/she must be capable or instant and 
correct attacking decisions & be able to implement them technically. ! e goalkeeper is a soccer player who has the 
privilege of using his/her hands in the penalty box.

Objective
at the instant of transition the goalkeeper must:
a. Counter attack if it is on.
b. Keep possession for his/her team if counter not on.
c. Implement attacking style.

Exercise
a. For long kick to counter attack.

i. On full fi eld a goalkeeper in each goal.
ii. Narrow middle third with three attackers on each side of half-way line still in middle third. Two defenders in 

back third, but close to the narrow middle third.
iii. Keeper kicks (preferably drop kicks) to his three attackers on opposite side of halfway line. ! ey attack the two 

defenders waiting in back third.
b. On all exercises where goalkeepers catch crosses or shots, if the emphasis is tactical play, the goalkeepers should be 

required to throw fi rst to targets, then add defenders for goalkeeper to decide which target to play to. Increase the 
number of targets and defenders to simulate game conditions. If keeper has special techniques (long kick, long and 
very accurate throw) utilize in tactical plan of attack.
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Psychology
Communication Skills

Communication is the process through which coaching occurs.  Our communication skills are central to our ability to 
exercise leadership, motivate players and create the optimal training environment.

A study of communication reveals that a tremendous disparity can exist between the message sent and the message 
received.  One simple way that this fact has been expressed is the following:

We hear half 50.00%
We listen to half 25.00%
We understand half 12.50%
We believe half 6.25%
We remember half 3.75%

Coaching communication is not primarily verbal.  How you say your verbal message and what you do with your body 
when you say it are both physical signs which convey powerful messages.  ! e relative importance of the three media is 
as follows:

Verbal 7%
Paralanguage 35%  (Pitch, resonance, “not what you’re saying, but how you’re saying it”)
Body language 55%

Guidelines for Effective Communication
1.  Be Consistent – Communicate with all team members in a similar manner.
2.  Be Sensitive to Personal Needs – Show concern for the athlete as a person.
3.  Be Credible – Demonstrate honesty and sincerity with all team members.
4.  Be Empathetic – Empathy is the skill of being able to put yourself in the athlete’s shoes.
5.  Don’t be Sarcastic – Sarcasm destroys trust and loyalty.
6.  Have a Sense of Humor – ! e key is timing.
7.  Use Positive Non-Verbal cues – Non-verbal clues can send a stronger message than the spoken word.
8.  Teach Skills – E  ective coaching means, among other things, quality skill instruction.
9.  Praise and Criticize Performance, not Character – Be immediate, be specifi c; praise–critique–praise.
10.  Be a Desirable Model – Who you are speaks louder than what you say.

Guidelines for Sending Effective Messages
1. Your message should be direct.
2.  You should own your messages.
3.  Your message should be complete and specifi c.
4.  Your message should be clear and consistent.  Avoid double messages.
5.  Your message should clearly state your needs and feelings.
6.  Your message should separate fact from opinion.
7.  Focus your message on one thing at a time.
8.  Deliver your message immediately.
9.  Your message should contain no hidden agendas.
10.  Your message should be supportive.
11.  Your verbal and non-verbal messages should be congruent.
12.  Your messages should be redundant.
13.  Make your message appropriate to the receiver’s frame of reference.
14.  Obtain feedback that your message was accurately interpreted.

Prepared by Jay Saunders, Ed.D.
From: Martens, Rainer (1987), COACHES GUIDE TO SPORT PSYCHOLOGY, Champaign, Ill: Human Kinetics.  Pp. 51-53.
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Feedback

Feedback is a special type of message.  As coaches we strive to limit the time we spend describing and explaining.  Our 
primary form of communication should be the feedback that occurs naturally as a part of the training activity.  It is 
during this time that our abilities to assess, analyze, choose and intervene are put to their greatest test.

According to Martens (1990, p. 53), there are three types of feedback.
1. Objective Descriptive feedback is a message that describes clearly and specifi cally the behaviors observed.
2. Direct Descriptive feedback provides a “picture of behavior” that describes a behavior and includes your reaction 

to it.
3. Direct Evaluative feedback is less desirable.  It is characterized by evaluating another person’s behavior without 

describing what led to the evaluation.  For example, “that’s stupid.”
As coaches, our motivation to provide feedback should be:

1. To reward and support the person receiving the feedback;
2. To help someone improve their performance; or
3. To improve your relationship with that person.

Guidelines for Feedback
1.  Use the “feedback sandwich”: praise-critique-praise.  ! e fi rst and last statements enclose the triad of information 

that states:
a.  what the athlete did,
b.  what the athlete should do,
c.  how the athlete can accomplish it. (Hacker, 1994, p. 42)

2.  Feedback should be immediate and specifi c.
3.  Young or unskilled athletes may need more frequent feedback, especially when learning new skills.
4.  If a player is having several problems, correct one problem at a time.
5.  Give sample and precise information about how performance can be improved.
6.  Focus on the process and performance.
7.  Use feedback to reinforce e  ort.
8.  Focus on what the player can control.
9.  Avoid common feedback errors:

a.  High praise for simple tasks.
b.  Ignoring errors.
c.  High praise for simple tasks.
d.  Delayed feedback.
e.  Generalizations as feedback.
f.  Drawing a connection between performance and personality or self worth.

Timing is critical.  It can salvage a training session that is going poorly or destroy the fl ow of one that is just getting 
started.
Leadership, motivation and communication are key elements of excellent training.  Self evaluation plays an important 
role in improving those qualitites.

Prepared with contributions from Dr. Colleen M. Hacker, NSCAA National Sta   Coach; Professor of Sports Psychology at Pacifi c Lutheran University.
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Feedback: The Breakfast of Champions
Prepared by

Dr. Colleen M. Hacker
Professor, Sports Psychology; Pacifi c Lutheran University WA
NSCAA Academy Sta  

Remember:
- “You don’t have to blow out others’ candles to make yours shine brighter.”
- “People don’t care what you know until they know you care.”

Principles of Feedback
1. Decide why feedback (FB) is being o  ered.

a. to reinforce behavior
b. to motivate the player
c. to provide information (spatial and temporal 

information)
2. Match FB to skill being practiced

a. open (fl ow of the game)
b. closed (pk’s, set pieces)

3. Observe and provide FB to every athlete each 
training session.

4. Select FB modes to match learning styles.
5. Allow several performance and/or practice 

opportunities prior to FB.
a. improvements may be delayed initially
b. o  er FB between skill attempts

6. Reinforce successive approximations through optimal challenges.
7. Limit FB to critical elements and to correction at a time.
8. Use picture cues and utilize “show and tell” coaching.
9. Give immediate, specifi c FB, and both individual and group FB.
10. Be aware of the Pygmalion E  ect on the fi eld (e  ects of coaching expectations on player performance and 

behavior).
a. Expectations by coach – di  erential behavior – behavior infl uences self-concept, achievement motivation, level 

of aspirations, self-e  cacy beliefs.  If expectations are consistent over time, behavior and beliefs will conform to 
original expectations.

b. Climate - (more: smiles, pats, friendliness, support) Feedback (more: di  erentiated, attention, active coaching) 
Input (more: material and higher di  culty) Output (more: opportunities to respond, demands, call to perform) = 
self-fulfi lling prophecy. (Be careful what you expect because you just might get it!)

11. Avoid common FB errors
a. High praise for mediocre performance
b. Ignoring errors
c. High praise for simple tasks
d. Delaying or generalizing FB
e. Connecting performance to personality and self-worth

The Communication Game
Win-Lose
Put Down

Win-Win
Put Up

- My way or the highway

- You fi gure out why

- Tell what, but not how

- “Dead person’s 
instructions”

- Ben Franklin says...

- Feedback sandwich

- KISS

- Specifi c and 
informational

- Shout praise and whisper 
criticism

- Best friend 
communications
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FEEDBACK
- increases the rate of learning
- enhances performance
- provides greater player satisfaction
- guides and directs future behavior

Practical Suggestions for Coaches
1. Provide feed forward information, not just feedback.
2. Find the good and praise it.
3. What you do speaks so loudly no one can hear what you say. a. Verbal b. Paralanguage c. Body language
4. Videotape yourself at practice and at games. Observe Analyze Communicate
5. Remember: ! e benefi cial e  ects of verbal instructions decrease in proportion to the amount given.

I hear – I forget
I see – I remember
I DO – I UNDERSTAND

Further Reading
Csikszentmihalyi, M. (1990). Flow: ! e Psychology of Optimal Experience. New York, NY: Harper Perennial.
Doce  , D. (1990). ! e Feedback Sandwich. JOPERD. Nov.–Dec., pp. 17-18.
Horn, T. (1992). Advances in Sport Psychology. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics Publishers.
Orlick, T. (!980). In Pursuit of Excellence. Champiagn, IL: Leisure Press.
Weinberg, R. and Gould, D. (1995). Foundations of Sport & Exercise Psychology. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics Publishers.
Williams, J. (1993). Applied Sport Psychology: Peboral Growth to Peak Performance. Mountain View, CA. Mayfi eld Publishing 

Company.
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Systems of Play in the NSCAA Premier Diploma
! e NSCAA Premier Diploma is the third and fi nal course in the pyramid of NSCAA Residential courses.  Applicants 
for the Premier Diploma must hold the Advanced National Diploma OR a USSF ‘B’ License OR a UEFA ‘B’ License.  
Applicants must be current members of the NSCAA.

Applications for each Premier Diploma course go into a pool, and candidates for the course are selected by a committee 
headed by the NSCAA Director of Coaching Education and Development.  ! e Premier Diploma is also a prerequisite 
for the NSCAA Master Coach Diploma.

! e Premier Diploma is an 11 v. 11 course focusing on Systems of Play and the Principles of the Game.  It is taught on a 
limited basis, enrolling three or four classes per year.
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Two-Front Systems

1-3-5-2

1-4-4-2
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Three-Front Systems

1-3-4-3

1-4-3-3
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Presented by Gatorade

I. HYDRATION

! e National Athletic Trainers’ Association released in 2000 a Position Statement titled Fluid Replacement for Athletes. 
! is document provides extensive recommendations for all levels of athletics and a number of these are highlighted 
below:

 • Establish a hydration protocol unique to each sport, including a rehydration strategy that considers the athletes’ 
sweat rates, sport dynamics, environment, acclimation state, exercise duration and intensity, and individual 
preferences.

 • Fluid replacement beverages should be easily accessible in individual fl uid containers and fl avored to the athlete’s 
preference.

 • Calculate each athlete’s sweat rate:
sweat rate = pre-exercise body wt. – post exercise body wt. + fl uid intake – urine volume/exercise time in hours.
Knowing the athlete’s typical sweat rate is the most fundamental consideration when establishing a rehydration 
protocol.

 • Athletes should begin all exercise sessions well hydrated. Too ensure proper pre-exercise hydration, the athlete should 
consume approximately 17 to 20 fl  oz of water or sports drink 2 to 3 hours before exercise and 7 to 10 fl  oz of water 
or sports drink 10 to 20 minutes before exercise.

 • Fluid replacement should approximate sweat and urine losses and at least maintain hydration at less than 2% body 
weight reduction. ! is generally requires 7 to 10 fl  oz every 10 to 20 minutes of exercise.

 • Postexercise hydration should aim to correct any fl uid loss accumulated during the practice or event. Ideally 
completed within 2 hours, rehydration should contain water to restore hydration status, carbohydrates to replenish 
glycogen stores, and electrolytes to speed rehydration.

 • In many situations, athletes benefi t from including carbohydrates (CHOs) in their hydration protocols. Consuming 
CHOs during the pre-exercise hydration session, along with a normal daily diet increases glycogen stores. CHOs 
should be consumed about 30 minutes before intense exercise and should be included in the hydration beverage 
during exercise. An ingestion rate of about 1 g/minute (0.04 oz/min) maintains optimal carbohydrate metabolism: 
for example, 1 L of a 6% CHO drink per hour of exercise. CHO concentrations greater than 8% [18+ g/8-oz 
serving] increase the rate of CHO delivery to the body but compromise the rate of fl uid emptying from the stomach 
and absorption from the intestine.

 • ! ose supervising athletes should be able to recognize basic signs and symptoms of dehydration: thirst, irritability, 
and general discomfort, followed by headache, weakness, dizziness, cramps, chills, vomiting, nausea, head or neck 
sensations, and decreased performance.

 • Adequate salt in the hydration beverages will stimulate thirst, increase voluntary fl uid intake and decrease the risk of 
hyponatremia.*

* Symptoms of hyponatremia may be mild and nonspecifi c, such as fatigue, malaise, and nausea. Symptoms of moderate 
severity include pounding headache, swollen fi ngers, wrist, and ankles, confusion, restlessness, disorientation, and 
slurred speech, as well as vomiting, seizures, stupor, coma, and death.

• Becoming accustomed to exercising in the heat induces physiologic changes that may alter individual fl uid-
replacement considerations.

• Consider modifi cations in practice schedules when working with prepubescent and adolescent athletes who exercise 
intensely in the heat and may not fully comprehend the medical and performance consequences of dehydration.

• Implementing a hydration protocol for athletes will only succeed if athletes, coaches, and athletic trainers, and team 
physicians realize the importance of maintaining proper hydration status.

Hydration and Nutrition
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In addition to the NATA fl uid position statement, consider what makes an optimal sports drink:
 • Electrolytes (Sodium) – As with carbohydrates, both the amount and type of electrolytes are key factors in a 

scientifi cally based sports drink. Sodium helps determine how much fl uid is consumed and how much of that fl uid 
remains in the body for proper hydration.

 • Carbohydrates – ! e amount of carbohydrate in a beverage a  ects taste, fl uid absorption and performance. Research 
has shown that a 6% carbohydrate solution (i.e. 6 grams of carbohydrate per 100 ml of beverage or 14 grams per 
8 ounces) strikes the optimal balance in taste, rapid fl uid absorption, and delivery of carbohydrate energy to fuel 
working muscles. Rapid fl uid absorption depends upon having the right amount and right kinds of carbohydrates. 
Gatorade contains a blend of sucrose glucose, and fructose to take advantage of the way the body absorbs fl uid. 
Other carbohydrate types such as maltodextrin (or glucose polymers) have no physiological or performance benefi ts. 
Sports drinks containing only fructose or high levels or fructose should be avoided because fructose can’t be absorbed 
as fast as other carbohydrates and may cause gastric distress.

 • Taste – It’s no surprise that people will drink more of a beverage with fl avor. What does surprise many people is 
that taste preferences change substantially during exercise. ! e Gatorade Sports Science Institute has conducted a 
lot of research to understand the taste characteristics that appeal most to people when they’re hot and sweaty. All of 
the Gatorade fl avors incorporate this knowledge to make sure Gatorade tastes best when it’s needed most. After all, 
voluntary drinking is one of the best defenses against dehydration.

II. GENERAL NUTRITION

Competitors in stop-and-go team sports like soccer understand the importance of speed, agility, and power. ! ese athletes 
also need to know that nutrition and hydration will help fuel their team to victory. Below are some pointers to help keep 
your soccer players performing at their best. You should also take a look at the USDA’s new food pyramid for healthy 
nutrition guidelines.

A. Pre-Workout Fuel
Athletes should fuel their bodies 2 to 3 hours before practices and games with a high-carbohydrate meal or snack. ! is 

will give the body additional energy to help make it through the workout or game.

B. Tips:
 1. Team leaders can organize pre-game meals for the whole team, including high-energy foods like breads, cereals, 

pasta, rice, fruits, and vegetables – as well as lean sources of protein. Athletes should fi ll 2/3 of their plate with high-
carbohydrate options.

 2. Before exercise, players should eat foods they know work well for them. Avoid foods high in fat, fi ber or protein 
just before training or competition. ! ey slow down absorption and can cause stomach upset.

 3. Athletes should replace the sodium lost in sweat – especially for heavy crampers. Athletes can do this by regularly 
salting their food, eating some salty snacks like pretzels, crackers, and soups and favoring sports drinks, like 
Gatorade, over water during training and games.

C. Post-Workout Fuel
Athletes can burn up muscle energy stores (carbohydrate stores) during a tough workout. So it’s important that athletes 
replenish muscle energy stores by choosing carbohydrate-rich foods within 30 minutes after a practice or game and 
again within two hours. ! ey may also have snacks like cereal mixed with peanuts and raisins, an energy bar, and a 
properly formulated sports drink, like Gatorade, to help refuel fast.

D. Easy Access to Snacks
Many younger athletes/soccer players run from school directly to practices or games and have no time to stop for a 
high-energy snack to boost energy for performance. To stay fueled, athletes should keep healthy snacks accessible in 
their backpacks, lockers and coolers.
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III. ENERGY FOR TOURNAMENTS

Tournaments present unique opportunities and challenges for the individual soccer player and the team as a whole. One 
of the most important challenges is supplying adequate fl uid and food to fuel the athlete participating in multiple matches 
throughout the tournament period. What makes the challenge especially complex is the two-fold nature of the dilemma, 
that of supply and demand.

A. Demand for Energy
A single soccer match may deplete most of a player’s fl uid and nutrition reserves. During a tournament, matches may 
be as close as an hour apart, leaving little time to rebuild fuel stores. Consequently, fatigue sets in sooner; speed, skills, 
accuracy and concentration are compromised, and the risk of dehydration increases. In warm environments, the degree 
of dehydration and its associated dangers are even higher.

B. Supply of “sport friendly” foods
1. Immediately after a match, the hunger sensation may be blunted so it is crucial that foods or beverages consumed at 

this time be high in carbohydrate (CHO), the major fuel for the physical demands of soccer. In order to store those 
carbohydrates as muscle glycogen, the body also needs su  cient fl uid.

2. Tournament concession stands o  er limited selections, often with many high-fat foods. Fast-food restaurants may 
be an option but careful selection is necessary to ensure adequate amounts of carbohydrates. When possible, the 
best bet is to bring a supply of “sport-friendly” foods and beverages to the tournament. Even when traveling far 
from home, there are some simple tips for ensuring a supply of portable foods and fl uids that meet the high-energy 
demands of soccer tournaments. Some examples include: bagels, cereal, sports drinks, high-carbohydrate herb-free 
energy drinks, fruit, and energy bars.

C. Beverages
Favor a sports drink over water during workouts and games. Gatorade supplies 14g CHO per 8 oz, a good choice for 
quickly replenishing fl uids and electrolytes lost in sweat and supplying carbohydrates to active muscles.
• 17 to 20 oz fl uid 2 to 3 hours before the match 
• 7 to 10 oz fl uid 10 to 20 minutes before the match. Players are encouraged to weigh before and after training to 

modify the volume recommendations for their own personal needs and sweat rate.
• 28 to 40 oz fl uid per hour during the match (7 to 10 oz fl uid every 10 to 15 minutes of play). Some players may 

need less, others more, depending on overall sweat losses.
• 20 oz fl uid per pound of weight lost during the match, within 2 hours of fi nishing the match. Players should weigh 

themselves before and after practices and games.
• Water alone, while a source of fl uid falls short. It blunts thirst before the athlete is fully hydrated and doesn’t supply 

needed nutrients to fuel the body.
• Skip the soda. ! e carbonation makes it harder to gulp down enough fl uid, plus carbonation can bloat the stomach 

causing indigestion.
• Watch the ca  eine. Ca  eine can be a diuretic, which increases fl uid loss as urine, impairing rehydration.
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NSCAA Membership Categories
Regular Membership $95     (U.S. and Canada Only)
Youth Membership $75     (U.S. and Canada Only)
European Membership $115
Other Foreign Membership $125

! e National Soccer Coaches Association of America is the largest single-sport coaches association in the world with more 
than 23,000 members. Founded in 1941, the NSCAA is dedicated to the education of coaches at every level of the game 
including youth, high school, college and professional.

Benefi ts of Membership in the NSCAA
• Soccer Journal Magazine - Printed eight times each year, this o  cial publication of the NSCAA is the only magazine 

dedicated specifi cally to soccer coaches.
• Annual Convention - Held each January in a U.S. city, the NSCAA Convention is the largest soccer show in the 

world with clinics, lectures, exhibits, meal and social functions.
• Awards and Recognition - ! e NSCAA sponsors numerous award and recognition programs including Coach of the 

Year, All-American, national team rankings and various service awards including commendations, the Hall of Fame 
and the Honor Award, the NSCAA’s highest award.

• Academy Program - ! e academy program includes the coaching certifi cation courses (both residential and non-
residential), clinics, forums, symposiums and various educational o  erings.

• Product Discounts - Members save on books, videotapes and soccer-related products with their NSCAA 
membership. Special o  ers are made through direct mail and the Soccer Journal.

• Apparel and Equipment - ! rough sponsors like adidas, members are o  ered various discounts on team products 
and exclusive licensed coaching apparel.

• Insurance - Dues also provide members with $1 million in liability insurance which covers almost all soccer-related 
coaching activities.

• Non-members will receive a free one-year membership with your academy enrollment. Maybe you know another 
coach who could benefi t from membership in the NSCAA? Write or call for a membership brochure at:

NSCAA
800 Ann Ave
Kansas City, KS 66101
Phone: 800-458-0678

NSCAA Membership
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NSCAA Regional Technical Directors
Region I
CT, ME, MA, NH, RI

Gary Cook
389 Main St.
Wilbraham, MA 01095
H - 413-596-2145
W - 413-596-6811
E - gcook@wmanet.org

Region II
PA

Paul Payne
3 Bridle Walk
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
W - 570-389-4381
E - ppayne@bloomu.edu

Region III
DE, NJ, NY

Tim O�’Donohue
1180 Raymond Blvd, Apt. 21H
Newark, NJ 07102
W - 201-216-5244
E - tim.odonohue@stevens.edu

Region IV
GA, NC, SC

Peter Broadley
3505 Covent Oak Court
High Point, NC 27265
H - 336-812-3450
W - 336-812-3460
E - pbsoccer@aol.com

Region V
AL, FL, LA, MS

Dave Gregson
312 Sawmill Creek Court
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
H - 386-615-9427
W - 386-323-5014
E - gregsond@erau.edu

Region VI
MD, DC, WV, VA

Danny Beamer
7046 Mountain Spring Trail
Roanoke, VA 24018
H - 540-774-9183
W - 540-345-7820
E - dbeamer@ntelos.net

Region VII
IL, IN, IA MI, WI

David Di Tomasso
12 Mohawk Drive
Clarendon Hills, IL 60514
H - 630-886-8484
W - 630-617-3470
E - davidd@elmhurst.edu

Region VIII
KY, OH, TN

Ken White
147 Stonegate Blvd.
Bowling Green, OH  43402
W - 419-372-7071
H - 502-931-8989
E - cionnath@aol.com

Region IX
CO, MN, NE, ND, SD, WY

Lang Wedemeyer
1516 Buffalo Trail
Brookings, SD 57006
H - 605-692-7048
W - 605-688-4070
E - lang.wedemeyer@sdstate.edu

Region X
AR, KS, MO, OK, TX

Rob Herringer
624 S. Bittersweet Lane
Lansing, KS 66043
H - 913-683-1410
E - rherringer@benedictine.edu

Region XI
AZ, CA, HI, NM, NV, UT

Marco Santillan
3257 Leigh Ave.
San Jose, CA 95124
H - 408-559-1503
E - santizorro@sbcglobal.net

Region XII
AK, ID, MT, OR, WA

George Hageage
307 Holladay Dr.
Cheney, WA 99004
H - 509-359-7949
W - 509-235-6613
E - george.hageage@mail.ewu.edu

Region XIII
Long Island, N.Y.

Gary Book
PO Box 262
Garden City, NY 11530
H - 516-489-3900
E - garyNOGA@aol.com
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Recommended By The NSCAA Academy
Ages 12 +

Bauer, Gerhard; Soccer Techniques, Tactics and Teamwork.
Bisanz, Gero & Norbert Vieth; Success in Soccer.
Bonfanti, Mario and Angelo Pereni; ! e Complete Book of Soccer Restart Plays.
Caitlin, Mark; ! e Art of Soccer.
Caruso, Andrew; Soccer Coaching Development and Tactics.
Caruso, Andrew; ! e Great Game.
Coerver, Wiel; Score.
Critchell, Mick; Warm Ups for Soccer: A Dynamic Approach.
Detchon, Jack; Zonal Defending.
DiCicco, Tony; Catch ! em Being Good.
DiCicco, Tony; ! e Goalkeeper Training Manual.
Dorrance, Anson; Training Soccer Champions.
Errickson, Sven; ! e England Coach.
Gregg, Lauren; ! e Champion Within.
Goncalves, Jose. ! e Principles of Brazilian Soccer.
Gorman, Barry with Lawrence Fine; ! e Full Season.
Howe, Bobby; Coaching the Player.
Hughes, Charles; ! e Football Association Coaching Book of Soccer- Tactics and Skills.
Kentweel, Richard; Dutch Soccer Drills Volume 1: Individual Skills.
Kentwell, Richard; Dutch Soccer Drills Volume 2: Game Action Drills.
Kipnes, Barry D.; PRIDE + A Coach’s Handbook.
Marziali, Floriano and Vincenzo Mora.  Coaching the 4-4-2.
NSCAA, ! e Soccer Coaching Bible.
Pererni, Angelo and Michele Di Cesare; Zone Play.
Pronk, Nico & Gorman, Barry; Soccer Everyone.
Schreiner, Peter; Coordination, Agility and Speed Training For Soccer.
Schum, Tim; Coaching Soccer. (Masters Press)
Simon; Practice Games for Winnng Soccer.
Simon & Reeves; Soccer Restart Plays.
Success in Soccer; the Magazine.
Verheijen, Dr. Raymond; Conditioning for Soccer.
Wade, Alan; Soccer Strategies.
Wade, Allen; Positional Play.
Waiters, Tony; Coaching the Team.
Waiters, Tony; Coaching Set Plays.
World Class Coaching; ! e Magazine.
Wrzos, Jerry; ! e International Training Guide.

U-12
Dewazien, Karl; Practice for Champions.
Dewazien, Karl; Tactics for Champions.
Dewazien, Karl; Fundamental Soccer.
Quinn, Ron; ! e Peak Performance.
Waiters, Tony and Bobby Howe; Coaching 6, 7 and 8 Year Olds.
Waiters, Tony and Bobby Howe; Coaching 9, 10 and 11 Year Olds.
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Recommended By The NSCAA Academy
The Indoor Game

De Boer, Klaas; Indoor Soccer.
Leight, Wes; Indoor Soccer Tactics and Skill.

Goalkeeping
Luxbacher, Joe; ! e Soccer Goalkeeper.
Machnik, Joe; ! e Skills of Goalkeeping.
Machnik, Joe; Goalkeeping Fitness and Tactics.
Machnik, Joe; Goalkeeping- ! e Next Dimension.
Phillips, Lincoln; Goalkeeping- ! e Last Line of Defense, ! e First Line of Attack.
Waiters, Tony; Coaching the Goalkeeper.

Psychology and Management
Beswick, Bill; Focus on Soccer.
Goleman, Daniel; Primal Leadership.
Gorman, Barry; ! e Personality Pyramid.
Martens, Rainer; ! e Coaches Guide to Sport Psychology.
Useem, Michael; ! e Leadership Moment.
Walton, Gary M.; Beyond Winning: ! e Timeless Wisdom of Great Philosopher Coaches.

Videos
NSCAA; Club Tactical Development
NSCAA; Futbol Moderno
NSCAA; Player Development
NSCAA; Soccer Coaches Guide - For Young Players 5-7 Years Old
NSCAA; Soccer Coaches Guide - For Youth Players 9-12 Years Old
NSCAA; Soccer Tactics - On the Attack
NSCAA; Soccer Tactics - Defending to Win
NSCAA; Technical Training - Critical Coaching Points
DiCicco, Tony; Soccer Fun!
DiCicco, Tony; ! e Champions Soccer Series with Brandi Chastain (Tapes 1-3)
DiCicco, Tony; Goalkeeping, ! e DiCicco Method (Tapes 1-3)
Heinrichs, April; Training Girls and Women to Win
International Tactics Limited (Jape Shattuck); Individual Attacking
International Tactics Limited (Jape Shattuck); Individual Defending
International Tactics Limited (Jape Shattuck); Group Attacking
International Tactics Limited (Jape Shattuck); Group Defending

NSCAA Partners
Human Kinetics www.humankinetics.com

 800-747-4451
Reedswain Books & Videos www.reedswain.com

 800-331-5191
Soccer Learning Systems www.soccervideos.com

 800-762-2376
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Top Soccer Websites
National Soccer Coaches Association of America www.NSCAA.com
Down the Line www.down-the-line.com
Eurosport www.soccer.com
ESPN Soccer www.soccernet.espn.com
FIFA www.fi fa.com
Major League Soccer www.mlsnet.com
National Intercollegiate Soccer O   cials of America www.nisoa.com
Soccer 365 www.soccer365.com
Soccer America www.socceramerica.com
Soccer Association for Youth www.saysoccer.org
Soccer Buzz Magazine www.soccerbuzz.com
Soccer Plus www.soccerpluscamps.com
Soccer Times www.soccertimes.com
United Soccer Leagues www.uslsoccer.com
United States Soccer Federation www.ussoccer.com
United States Soccer Players www.ussoccerplayers.com
United States Youth Soccer Association www.usyouthsoccer.org
Women’s Professional Soccer www.womensprosoccer.com
Women’s Soccer World www.womensoccer.com
World of Soccer www.worldofsoccer.com

Recommended By The NSCAA Academy
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College Credit For NSCAA Academy Courses
As a participant in a NSCAA Residential, Non-Residential or Special Topics course, you are eligible to apply for college 
credit through the University of Colorado. Information about credit hours and tuition cost is listed below.

NSCAA Course Semester Hour Credits Tuition
State Diploma* 1 $100
Regional Diploma 1 $100
Advanced Regional Diploma 2 $150
National Diploma 3 $200
Advanced National Diploma 3 $200
Premier Diploma 3 $200
State Goalkeeping Diploma* 1 $100
Regional Goalkeeping Diploma 1 $100
National Goalkeeping Diploma 2 $150
Advanced National Goalkeeping Diploma 3 $200
High School Coaches Diploma 2 $150
Director of Coaching Diploma 2 $150
Master Coach Diploma** 2 $150
Youth Diploma 2 $150
Advanced Youth Diploma 2 $150
Special Topics: Algarve Cup Symposium 3 $200
Special Topics: Men’s Championship Clinics 1 $100
Special Topics: Women’s Championship Clinics 1 $100
Special Topics: Champions coaches Clinic 2 $150
Sports Safety: PREPARE (online course) " $65
NSCAA Annual Convention Clinic Sessions*** 1 $100

* Credit for the State Diploma and the State Goalkeeping Diploma courses require submission of a short paper to 
meet college requirements for receiving credit. Details listed below in #4.
** For the Master Coach Diploma, register for college credit with UCCS after completion of all of the course 
requirements.
*** Course requirements for the NSCAA Annual Convention Clinic Sessions are listed in the materials provided for 
attendees at the convention.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS for COLLEGE CREDIT
1. Attend all the sessions and complete all course requirements for the NSCAA course or courses you are using to 

apply for college credit.
2. Download and complete the University of Colorado - Faculty Course Questionnaire. Return of this form is 

required.
3. Mail the completed Faculty Course Questionnaire to: Jay Engeln, 1724 Wood Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 

80907.
4. If taking the State Diploma or the State Goalkeeping Diploma you will need to complete a one-page paper 

describing how you will use the information learned in the course in your coaching career. Mail your paper along 
with the Faculty Course Questionnaire to the address listed in #3 above. Paper should be postmarked within two 
weeks of the conclusion of the course.

5. Complete the credit registration process with the University of Colorado (see the Credit Registration Process section 
on the reverse of this page). Credit registration must be completed within two weeks of the completion of the 
NSCAA course.

6. Please allow 6-8 weeks for processing of grades through the University of Colorado and verifi cation of course 
completion with the NSCAA.
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CREDIT REGISTRATION PROCESS

1. Go http://www.tinyurl.com/nscaa-college-credit or visit the College Credit link at www.nscaa.com. 
2. Scan the list of courses for the specific NSCAA course you took and for which you wish to receive 

University credit. Each course listing will indicate the deadline to register in the University of 
Colorado online system, the number of credit hours available, and the tuition. 

3. Make a note of the appropriate 5-digit call number above and the term designation (right-hand 
column), and then proceed to the LAS Extended Studies Registration page. The registration 
instructions will guide you through registration and payment. Note: online registration through 
UCCS can take up to two business days, so please do not wait until the last day to register

4. Any questions regarding registration should be directed to the LAS Office of Extended
Studies.
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! e National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) is pleased to o  er the option of credit in the form of 
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) to coaches who have completed the following courses:

• National Diploma
• Advanced National Diploma
• Premier Diploma

! e CEUs will be awarded by the United States Sports Academy. As a CEU provider for NSCAA, the United States Sports 
Academy will award fi ve CEUs upon successful completion of the National Diploma, Advanced National Diploma, and 
Premier Diploma courses to those coaches who wish such credit as an option.

CEUs are awarded based upon the Carnegie Educational System at the successful conclusion of a continuing education 
course, seminar, or workshop. One CEU is equivalent to ten clock hours of participation in a recognized continuing 
education program. CEUs are widely used in the sports and fi tness industry by coaches, teachers, administrators, and other 
professionals to help determine salary increments, promotions, and maintenance of certifi cations.

About the United States Sports Academy

! e United States Sports Academy, America’s Sports University, is an independent, non-profi t, accredited, special mission 
sports university created to serve the nation and the world with programs in instruction, research, and service. Visit us 
online at www.ussa.edu.

! e Academy features the world’s largest academic program in sports and o  ers degrees at the bachelor’s, master’s, 
and doctoral levels. Additionally, over 70 courses and certifi cations are o  ered through the Academy’s Department of 
Continuing Education.

! e United States Sports Academy is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call (404) 
679-4501 for questions about the accreditation of the United States Sports Academy.

! e United States Sports Academy accepts students regardless of race, religion, gender, age, disability or national origin

Earn CEUs For NSCAA Academy Courses

How to Obtain your CEU Certifi cate from the United States Sports Academy

NSCAA Certifi cation Number
Coaches successfully completing an NSCAA Residential Course will receive their Certifi cation Number with their diploma and can also contact 
the NSCAA National O  ce at 800-458-0678 to receive that number if lost. NSCAA Certifi cation Number is needed to apply for CEUs.

Course CEUs Cost
National Diploma 5 $187.50

Advanced National Diploma 5 $187.50

Premier Diploma 5 $187.50

Phone:
Coaches may call the United States Sports Academy’s Department of Continuing Education at 251-626-3303 to pay by credit card and register 
for CEUs. ! e NSCAA Certifi cation Number (provided on your grade summary sheet) is required for verifi cation.

Individuals who successfully complete any one of the above courses have up to one year from the date of completion to apply for CEUs.

Student CEU records are maintained in the United States Sports Academy O   ce of Student Services. Requests for transcripts may be obtained 
by visiting the following page:  http://media.ussa.edu/fi les/documents/forms/request_transcipt.pdf. ! e cost per transcript is $10.
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NSCAA Code of Ethics
(Adopted: 5/24/99)

1. Soccer is the player’s game. ! e paramount concern of coaches is the holistic development, welfare, enjoyment and 
safety of their players.

2. Coaches bear the responsibility for teaching players to strive for success while playing fairly, observing the laws of the 
game and the highest levels of sportsmanship.

3. Coaches shall treat o   cials with respect and dignity, and shall teach their players to do the same.

4. Our opponents are worthy of being treated with respect. Coaches will model such respect for opponents and expect 
their players to do likewise.

5. In both victory and defeat, the behavior of the coach shall model grace, dignity and composure.

6. Coaches shall adhere to the highest standards and the regulations of the institutions they represent: clubs, schools, 
sponsoring organizations and sports governing bodies.

7. Coaches have a responsibility to promote the interests of soccer, including treating the media with courtesy, honesty 
and respect.

8. Coaches shall model inclusive behavior, actively supporting cultural diversity while opposing all types of 
discrimination, including but not limited to, racism and sexism, at all levels of the game.

9. Coaches are responsible for taking an active role in education about, and prevention and treatment of drug, alcohol 
and tobacco abuse, both in their lives and in the lives of their players.

10. Coaches shall refrain from all manner of personal abuse and harassment of others, whether verbal, physical, 
emotional or sexual, and shall oppose such abuse and harassment at all levels of the game.

11. Coaches shall respect the declared a   liations of all players, and shall adhere to all guidelines and regulations on 
recruiting established by the governing bodies having oversight of their teams and leagues.

12. Coaches shall seek to honor those who uphold the highest standards and principles of soccer and shall use 
appropriate protocol to oppose and eliminate all behavior that brings disrepute to the sport – violence, abuse, 
dishonesty, disrespect and violations of the laws of the game and rules governing competition.
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Discussion Topics
1. Discuss the di  erences between coaching men and coaching women.

2. Discuss the managerial issues facing coaches.

3. Discuss the considerations specifi  c to coaching American players.

4. Discuss various ways of promoting and elevating the profi  le of soccer in our communities.

5. Discuss the key elements of “entertaining soccer.”
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Discussion Topics
6. Discuss ways in which the coach can stay energized and focused.

7. Discuss how soccer pressure /advocacy groups (e.g. NSCAA Ambassadors) can impact our political sports 
environment.

8. Discuss strategies for reaching the inner city player in the USA.

9. Discuss needs for facility development in our communities.

10. Discuss how NSCAA education can be enhanced.
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! ank you for your participation in this NSCAA Coaching Academy course.  Your comments are valuable to our 
evaluation process.  Please complete this form and return to the sta   director.

1. Please rate each of the following by checking the appropriate box:

2. Please list items that you felt were of the highest quality at this course.

3. Please list anything that you felt was of low quality at this course.

4. Please give us any specifi c comments regarding the course curriculum.

5. Please give us any specifi c comments on the lecture sessions at the course.

Candidate Evaluation Form

 Excellent Good Fair Poor
Registration Process    
Pre-Academy Information Packet    
Registration Fee (Value)    
Lodging    
Meals    
Facilities (Fields, Classrooms, etc.)    
Curriculum    
Academy Coaching Sta      
Schedule    
Lectures    
Field Sessions    
Overall Course Evaluation    
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6. Please give us any specifi c comments on the fi eld sessions.

7. In what ways will this course improve your coaching?

8. What was your opinion of the academy sta   in the course lectures? Please feel free to list those that did a quality job 
and/or fell short of your expectations and explain why.

9. What was your opinion of the academy sta   in the fi eld sessions? Please feel free to list those that did a quality job 
and/or fell short of your expectations and explain why.

10. Please give any additional comments, suggestions or criticisms about this academy course overall. Was your 
participation benefi cial to you and would you recommend the course to others?



About the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America

The NSCAA is the largest coaches’ organization
in the United States. Founded in 1941, the
NSCAA represents more than 26,000 members.
Core to its mission is advancing soccer through
coaching education. This is pursued through a
nationwide program of clinics and week-long
courses, teaching more than 4,000 coaches
each year.

The NSCAA is also firmly committed to fostering
diversity. The NSCAA strives to accomplish this
by nurturing a learning environment that respects
differences in culture, age, gender, race, ethnicity,
physical ability, sexual orientation, religious 
affiliation and socioeconomic status.

About the NSCAA Foundation

More recently, the NSCAA established the
NSCAA Foundation. Its mission is to provide
soccer coaching educational opportunities to
underserved socioeconomic communities, 
geographic areas, and ethnic groups through-
out the United States.

The Foundation firmly believes in the broader
societal benefits of soccer as a recreational
activity, an avenue for health and fitness, a
means of building leadership skills, and a 

competitive sport. We
believe we can provide these
benefits through soccer
coaching education.
The Foundation’s primary
program activity is direct
financial support through grants and through
scholarships to coaching education programs.

Why We Need an Endowment—
The Case for Support

Several minority groups, most notably
Hispanics, are the fastest growing population
segments of the United States, yet often they
face financial and social barriers. Other under-
served groups, such as African Americans in
urban communities and Native Americans 
in rural areas, face the same barriers.

The NSCAA Foundation began awarding grants
four years ago. Grantees include the Special
Olympics, organizations serving Hispanic youth
and Native American youth, inner city groups 
in the District of Columbia, Atlanta, and
Philadelphia, and flood victims of hurricanes
Katrina and Rita.

Because the Foundation does not have an
endowment, each year we grant only what we
receive in annual contributions. And because
we have never undertaken a comprehensive

fundraising initiative, funds avail-
able for grants have been inconsis-
tent. We award an average of
about $15,000 in grants each year.

To keep pace with the growth of
these underserved groups, and to reach largely
overlooked urban communities, the Foundation
must be financially positioned to support the
increasing demand for coaching education. 

If we have the ability to increase support for
these underserved groups, we will be able to
provide them a never-before-offered opportunity
to join the American youth soccer experience
that today is predominantly a suburban 
experience.

Therefore, the NSCAA Foundation has launched
a campaign to establish a significant permanent
endowment that will bring coaching education
opportunities to underserved communities and
groups throughout the United States. Our initial
goal is $1,000,000. Each year a draw of 4% on
this principal will enable the Foundation to
make grants of approximately $40,000—nearly
three times what we currently award.

A gift to the NSCAA Foundation endowment
will ensure that we are able to provide financial
support to many more underserved groups than
at present, and that these educational outreach
initiatives will continue well into the future.

The NSCAA Foundation Endowment Campaign
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